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Wonderful Constitution
Adopted by Democrats,

PROMISES NEW ENABLING
ACT AT NEXT CONGRESS
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in

country, and It Is a miracle to me that
more concrete buildings have not collapsed. In order to meet thla problem squarely every city In the United
States should revise its building laws
In such- - a manner that either owner
or contractor of a concrete building
shall be compelled to employ a competent Inspector to follow every detail

ureal loss or me and propertjv
through collapses .of concrete buildings
Iniithe last year or two, Inspired
it I
the government to make an investigation of the causes. By spreading correct Infru motion! 'as to Vhe; risks Involved in.'concrHle construction the
experts Jifípé td avert further calamities. This .is In line with the- campaign of education already begun by
I'f.
the International
ncietv of Siture nnrl
' Municipal Building Commissioners.
Mr. Humphrey hua examined careTORRANCE AND PARTY
fully nearly every one of the. buildings
have collapsed InUhe.Iast year.
RETURN NEXT MONTH that
He found evidences 'iiot( only of carelessness, but of. ignorance. "The

Capitalists Will Thoroughly
Openly Advises' People of Pro.vestigate Proposed Conposed State to Vote Against
struction of Line to Pecos

.

Or-

Demo-crat- ic

Dominance Despite
Republican Majority Declares
War 'Secretary'; Warmly.

pt

ftnlutwn

if ffinnrl

a jirtnutiMw.tl.w. in nnt

thoroughly settled, and umn'it is
.i." f i i ii 1 i v w i . . hi ii i m i' - lanrti it.
the use of materials, he savs.
i

i-

ritimatuiii 'to Itallrotuls.
Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 24. Governor Comer, in a statement Issued here,
Valley,
says he will give the railroad companies until October 1 to comply with
IBpevtaJ DUvaKb to th Mvrnln
Journal.) the recently enacted rate
law. If
Santa Ke, N. M., Aug. 24 That the they do not comply by that time, he
construction of a Santa Fe Central ex- says, he will 'call a special session of
tension from Torrance to Roswell will the legislature and urge the enactby eastern ment of even more drastic laws.
be seriously considered
capitalist was learned from members
of General Torrance's party who left
today for the east, via the Santa Fe
Central and the Rock Island. General Torrance is expected to return In
thirty days from Pennsylvania chaperoning a party of investors, including
some members of the present, party.
They will carefully Inspect the proposed route of the Roswell extension
and the proposition will be gone into
In all Its details.
Neither General Torrance. nor members of his party would make any positive statements while here as to their
plans, except to say that the prospects are good for the building of the
Albuquerqu Eastern and the line to
the Hagan coal mines.
Some
members of the group of
capitalists who were here some years
ago were amazed at the development
of- the Estancia valley since their former visit. The sight of hundreds ot
small farms, the beautiful plateau OLD RULER'S POWER
studded with windmills and barns and
;
RAPIDLY DISAPPEARS
farm houses has done more than anything else to awaken the enthusiasm
of the easterners. A blind man could
see the Immense possibilities of this Mulai Hafig Organizing Govfertile country and the Pennsylvanlans
i are by no means
btlnd.
ernment
to

NEW SULTAN IS

PROCLAIMED

inn

Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 24.
Secretary or War William H. Taft
thousand
.tonight In a speech to'-te.people openly advlseqVthe citizens of
Oklahoma and. Indian territory to reject the constitution afc the forthcoming election and dixdared thai the next
session of congress would pass a new
enabling act. '
Secretary Taft explained with emphasis that he was not in Oklahoma
as the emissary of President Roosevelt. He said that the views which
he expressed were entirely his own,
and in" no sense should be considered
as being Inspired by the president.
After attacking the provisions of
the constitution, he denounced the hypocrisy of Its framera, whom he declared, proposed to prevent the exMewing on Capital; Foreignpression of the people's will by the
merest political trickery and chicaers Flee From Fez,
nery. They had adopted a plan by
which there might be a republican
majority of SO.OüO In the state and
Tangier, Morocco. Aug. 24.
A
yet a democratic legislature would be
elected and two democrats sent to the
courier from Morocco City who arE
United States senate. Mr. Taft said
rived here today confirmed the report
that this showed how empty Is the
that a brother of the sultan had been
democratic declaration. "Let the peoproclaimed' sultan on 'August 1 last.
ple rule."
The greater part of Taft'.s speech
The
nev sultnn immediately organized
was con lined to state issues and he Committee on Permanent' Ar
couri at Morocco city. The in- was vehement in his denunciation ot
of the former sultan is rapidly
the proposed' constitution and In the , bitration Tribunal Disagiees1 riuenco
waning. The new sultan. Mulai Ha- wermtb wltfc, whl'' tL he .upokjiagainst
a.r ftec iavi j-- n ferra t e n t io it vn'ap- '
Its trainers.
Shortly ""After "Meeting "anct ttprrt
polntlng his brother Mohammed Calif
The secretary was wartnly greeted
of Fea and then proceeded to take
by a great crowd on his arrival. This ; Adjourns,
charge of the government as originally
monster parade in, his
afternoon
planned.
honor waa given.
'
'
The European residents are rapidly
.K
Aug.
24.
Hague,
special
The
The
fleeing from Fez Refugees have recommittee of the peace conference. quested that a warship
them on
charged with th examination of the the coast at CI Ara is h onmeet
August 3d.
American proposition for the establishment of a permanent court of ar
bitration at The Hague met today. FKKNCH HK(iAltl) THE
OUTLOOK AS
Article i i ine proposition ueanng
with the creation of a tribunal which
Paris, Aug. 24. The Moroccan situhigh
appoint,
yearly
court
shall
the
Is regarded here as having asand which m'ay try cases elsewhere ation
a distinctly more serious asthan at The Hague, was discussed sumed
during the short session. Disagree- pect. The ferment In the Interior of
Morocco,
the proclamation
of Mulai
ment developed shortly after the comwas called to order and debate Haflg, the sultan's brother, as sultan
Alfonso Zelaya Invited to Re- mittee
Dy
a
on the article was postponed until
section of the rebels, und the ap
pearnce of a new Moorish army be
turn to Central American August 27th.
rnre casa Blanca have created the
rear that the whole country will soon.
NOEL WINS PRIMARY
Bringing
oe aniaxe with fanaticism.
General Dude, commander of the
CONTEST IN MISSISSIPPI
:
Bride,
' . .
.
French forces at Casa Blanca, has now
practically asked for reinforcements,
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 24. Advices pointing out that his men are worn
New York, Aug. 2. AlfonsoZelav.l, to the Commercelal Appeal from out with being constantly under arms,
the son of the rreshlent of N'lcarai .,i many points In Mississippi, said to be but. especially Instating that he U loswho beame'estranged l Pom his laiaer practically
complete returns
from ing the advantage gained by his sucbecause' of his marriage with Unl-c-Vl.ts Thursday;s primary election, give Noel cesses because the limited force at his
Stella Haker, the daughter of a
a slight majority over Brewer for the disposal prevents him from following
up his victories.
States government clerk" at Wiishing-ton- , democratic nomination for governor.
has arrived here with his bride,
The government appreciates the
n route tojsis home In Managua.
lug.
I))
Philanthropist
Millionaire
Justice of the argument, and although
There has been; ta reconciliation ' beAug.
24.
James
SouthUend. Ind..
orders to forward additional troops to
tween father and son, and the Nlcar-agua- n Oliver: the jfiilllonalre manufacturer Morocco had not been Issued up to
chief of state has asked- that and philanthropist, is not expected to noon today, the government
Is exthe son come home, bringing ,wltli him survive the night.
He Is suffering pected to decida un this step before
Is
promised
his American brido, who
with heart trouble and the Intlrmltlea night. Over 1,000 colonial Infantry,
warm welcome Hi the governmental due to ol dage. He Is almost 00 years cavalry and troops of other
arms
mansion. The happy couple sail for old.
have been. mobilized at Oran and are
Nicaragua on Tuesday's Red U. .line
ready to embark on transports, while
'
teamt-r- ,
going by way of Panama.
other transports and warships are In
FRENCH AMBASSADOR
readiness at Mediterranean ports to
VISITS VON BUEL0W sjll Immediately for Morocco.
,
TORNAQOSWEEPS
Public sentiment In France Is becoming stronger against the present
WISCONSIN FARMS
tier-man
half-wa- y
No Special Significance to Visit,
measure, which, it la feared.
Foreign Office Insists,
will only lead to disaster. The papers
insist that the world must support
Eau Claire, Wis., Aug. 24. A
France If It Is decided to send a milistruck the- town of Brunswick
24.
officials
Aug.
Berlin,
German
last night. Several houses and wind- deprecate the Idea that the visit of the tary expedition to Fez, for In no othmills were blown down. The roof of French ambassador, M. Jules Cambon, er way, tha newspapers claim, can the
one farm house waa carried off and to Chancellor von Buelow at Nordney existing state of anarchy In Morocco
ended. The government, however,
the kitchen carried half a mile. Re- today, was occasioned by the develop- Isbe resisting
this pressure, desiring to
port received here from Fall Creek ments In Morocco.
la also vigorIt
keep within the bounds of the Alge-clrsay that alx persons were Injured In ously denied
governthe
German
that
convention, and the reports
the storm at that place.
ment is disquieted over the Cusa negotiations are on foot to securethat
an
Hlaiira incident The officials at the enlargement of the mandate of the
foreign office say that the visit of the powers are emphatically denied. NevFrench ambassador Is the result of a ertheless,, even In official
It
request made by M. Cambon last 'July, is admitted that somethingcircles
good
.
might
the many engagements of the chan- happen which would place an entirely
cellor preventing an earlier Invitation. new complexion on the situation and
Paris, Aug. 24. The Chinese lega- While the fight at Casa Blanca hus compel France, In the aiame pf the
officially
Informed not caused th meeting of the two powers, td chastise Morocco.
tion here has been
Special dispatches received here tothat there 1 no truth in the reports statesmen. It Is nevertheless expected
day from Tangir say that Mulai Hathat the dowager empress, Tsl An, Is that they will talk over theIt situation
Is point- - flg.
suffering from an Incurable malady. In Morocco. The meeting.
the brother of the Sultan of MoHer majesty, the reports stale, u en- ed out ,does not mean that Germany rocco, who reoently was proclaimed
Is seeking to conclude any special arjoying the most petted health.
sultan, Is marching on Casa Blanca
rangement 'With France.
with Moorish reinforcement
to the
Noted Actor Dead.
number of 15,000 men, recruited from
Hugh G0VERNMEÑtPRÓBES
Aug.
24.
Philadelphia.
(ltd most fierce and fanatical tribesmen of the south, of Morocco.
Fmlth, well known as an actor under
FAILURES
CONCRETE
Is
Hugh
dead
Staunton,
Tha French press expects that Prethe name of
In
Mr.
city.
Smith
tills
mier Clemenceau's
at his home
Interview with
played for many years with aome of
King Kdward at Marlenbad will be
Ignorance
CarektwiiCHN
(ha
and
country.
leading
actoraof
IU'iik.
In the
extremely
to
France
useful
the
ble for Itiffiil Collapse---.
event of complications In Morocco, as
It will enable the premier to know
BASK HALL OA.MIX
In advance the personal views of EmThrough
tha
24
Aug.
Washington,
American
peror William and Kmperor Francia
Slates
United
the
geological
suivey,
;
WashingAt Detroit Detroit,
m the Moroccan situation.
government Is making a thorough In- Joseph
'
ton, 6.
i
The Patrie claims to be In a nosl- collapses of re- Itlnn
vestigation
Into
the
Chicago,
New
6;
Chicago
that King Kdward ad
Af
inforced concrete buildings. Richard vised to M,statsClemenceau
York. 2.
thut France
I,. Humphrey, expert In charge of the
HusAt Cleveland Cleveland, 6;
shoul'l
puriue a inore energetic course
survey's In
United States geological
ton, 4.
Morocco.
structural material laboratories In St.
I .mil
anil Norfolk, has directed the
National llague.
I
Passenger Steamer Aground.
.inilhiitlun at ennerete blllldltlffft
llrooklyn, 7; St.
At Brooklyn
Washington,
Aug. 24. The Norfolk
collapsed.
lately
Tests
have
which
6.
IOula,
the and Washington Steamboat company's
New York, 7; Pitts- have been made primarily for
At New Tm-- k
ran
government, but the results will be passenger
steamer
Norfolk
burg, 4.
fog early today In Po'
At Philadelphia First game: Phil, published fur tha benefit of builders aground In
tomac river near Maryland Point and
Hecoad In ipeneral. ,
"
adelphla. 5; Cincinnati, 4.
0.
; Cincinnati.
nl'The danger of careless concrete up ( a' late hour had not cleared the
game: Philadelphia.
says
,iMr.
Humphrey,
gam
bar. Thr are Aoveral hundred pasconst ructJonl
At Boston Chica
postponed 4n account of wet grounds. "confronté nearly avery olty of th senger! aboard.
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til

erwise, consent has been given thai
tile said territory may be sued ,hert In.
5. That the relations of the United
States of America and its territoiles
are such that questions which iikiy
arise between ' them are not Judicial,
but political, determinable and renovable by tongress and the political
branches of the general government,
but not capable of adjudication between the general government and its
territories in the courts.
ti. That, If sbed in its sovereign
the Territory of New Mexico,
like a state, can only be held to answer by. original, action tn the supreme court of the United State?.
7. That the Territory ok New Mexico is organized, created and constituted with lawful functions only and
Is incapable of do up things which arc
unlawful. In itself, that to charge that
the Territory of New Mexico, having LIVELY. SCRIMMAGES
SECURES LEASE ON
BOARDING HOUSE KEEPER
none but lawful powers and capacity
to do lawful things, has unlaw fully
'
IN NEW YORK STREETS
COLORADO SOUTHERN conspired, as set forth In the.
HELD FOR AWFUL CRIME
t,
Is to charge an absurdity, repugnant to the law and impossible of
Police Guard Meat Wagons, Railroad Engineer Found Dead
Agreement Just Signed Ex- being true.
8. That the Territory of New Mexico
conspired
unlawNo Danger of Famine in
pected to Have Important as such cannot have
With Two Bullets in Head;
fully or otherwise, having no .capacity
may
conso
do.
to
Its
officers
Great City,. People Are AsBearing on Western Railroad spire,
Landlady in Jail for Firing
but when they do so they cease
of
Territory
represent
to
or
bind
the
Situation,
sured by Packers,
Fatal Shots,
New Mexico, but the complaint "herein attempts to charge the Territory of
conNew Mexico wllh. fraud and
New York, Auk. 24.
Chicago. Aug.
There Is no
ratification
Rochester,. N. Y.. Aug. 24. Frederdaifger of a meat famine io this city ick E.
of a long term lease to the Frisco spiracy.
9. That the court has no jurisdiction
Kistermaker, a freight enginof
because
by
the
of
ystm
Coot
strike
the
stockholders
the
drivers
f
the
of the subject of this action.
of the delivery wagons.
Is the eer on the Rome, Watertown and
lorado southern, New Orleans and
This
10. That the nJaintiff, the United statement
by the. terms of which the road
made today by William H.
railroad, was found murderof America, has no legal ca- Noyes, chairman
practically ltisea its Identity, is a for- States
of the committee ed today In his boarding house. Death
pacity
to
sue
herein.
which Is handling the strike for th
mal transfer of all the projects proThat this defendant Is not, nor packers. Mr. Noyes said
moted by the builders and provided are11.. the
thut prac- was the result of two bullet wounds
W. tically all
"George
defendants,
the linns affected by the In the head. Mrs. Osborne, the profor when the line was first conceived. Prlchard. as attorney general of the
strike were moving their teams and prietress of the boarding house, and
It gives the Frisco 500 miles of road
nlreaUy completed and In lirst class Territory of New Mexico,'' Miguel A. delivering meat today under an escort Arthur Clark, a young man, were arA. Keen, necessary of mounted police.
or
Alpheus
Otero
rested on suspicion.
condition.
proper rarties to complete deterJacob Itelndcl, a strikebreaker, wJ-According lo the police, Clark, who
The main line of the road runs or
anv
cause
which
of
action
mination
of
badly beaten today bv four men who Is a mere youth, hus made a confesfrom New Orleans to Houston, Tex.,
of
plaintiff,
United
States
the
the
j
wagon
dragged
him
from his
and beat sion In which he accuses Mrs. Osand It is expected that the Frise i
mm up with pickhandles under the borne of plunnlng the crime and herwill be operating trains between Den America, may have herein.
12. That the complaint
does not very noses of the police. The
assail- - self firing the shots which killed the
ver and the Crescent City by January
next, which will place a strong com- state facts sufficient to constitute a ants made good their escape und
unfortunate railroud man. Jealousy is
cause
of action.
was hurried to the Roosevelt alleged as the motive for the deed.
petitor for the Southern Pacilic In the
comappears
13.
the'
by
It
That
hospital, where his condition was said
field.
lands In the to be critical. Howling mobs followed
It Is probable a Juiut trackage plaint herein that all the duly
lecomplaint
were
described
n
and
the meat wagons driven by
agreement will be entered Into wllh
gally selected, and that the title men and stones were
frequently NARROW ESCAPE
the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley
hurled at the drivers. The mounted
which runs between New Orleans and thereto passed out of the United
Baton Kouge, and that a portion, of States to the Territory of New Mex- police did their best to preserve the
no peace but their work was hampered
In or- ico, wherefore the plaintiff has
the line will be double-tracke- d
by the throngs of Idle sightseers who
der to .meet the requirements of the cause of action to demand an accountre"I
or
In
injunction
ing
an
therefor,
packed the streets in the vicinity of
added serviré.
SI1,1!
spect
Judgment
a
or
'
thereto,
for
the West Side packing houses.
Having almost a straight line, It is
thereof,
the- Intention of the Frisco to estab- money damages on account
Veteran Salesman Dies.
lish a- passenger
service between but such cause of action, if any there
24.
New York, Aug.
Henry J.
Houston and New Orleans on a forty-liv- e be, is shown upon the face of the
to pertain to the Territory of Marleiidull, the lirst .American drum.mile an hour schedule, makluc
Undergoing a
New Mexico or to the Institutions and mer to Introduce American goods In Air Compressor
the run in less than twelve hours.
lOurope and Australia, Is dead at his
beneficiaries of such grant.
Test at Norfolk Navy Yard
home In Trenton, N. J., at the age ol
14. That sale) complaint is contradictory and repugnant to Itself in set- 75.
.a
ting forth, in paragraph X thereof,
Bursts, Injuring' Eight Men,
by said
that the funds constituted
lands belong to the university of suld
SAO TALE Norfolk, Va., Aug. 24. While ordterritory, and thereafter p(nyi'ng for THE SAD
judgment In favor of plaintiff on acnance officials were testing an air
count of the alleged wafite and decompressor in the power house of the
struction of such funds and lands.
yards and docks experiment station at
15. That said complaint is brought
the Norfolk navy yard today, four out
by the grantor of properly or the
of the eliiht Jlts In the cylinder of
stated creator of a trust as alleged, to
the machine blew out, injuring eight
enforce that which the complaint
men and doing serious damage to ihe
LAND
characterizes as a trust, and shows on
building. The men standing around
Its face that the subject of such alhad a narrow escatie front deuth.
leged
trust had passed from the
WALLOPED
plaluttff to the Territory of New MexCLERK DISAPPEARS WITH
ico for the benefit of certitln instiAttorney General .Alleges Dis-- " tutions of said territory; thut such
. 20 THOUSAND DOLLARS
action Is unprecedented, the grontor or
a Trust "having no' Cause of BRAWNS
T'"T
Between'
véfñmerií efeufoF Inut regard
thereto; that the
action
Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 24. Hulaction to enforce a trust Is
and Territory Cannot Be Set- right of
BY SCORE OF 8 TO 2 mán Stader. a confidential clerk for
either In the 'cestui (iie trust who hus
Kdwln Harrington Sons'
Co., maker
suffered damage by the action of the
tled in Courts,
f machine tools, is
wllh f
trustee, or by the trustee to correct
f
$20,0U0.
errors In the performance of the trust Mcintosh's Pride, However, Arc He nnd embezzlement
disappeared about two weeks aga.
hy its, agents; that the plaintiff, as
'
LUMBER COMPANY ALSO
trustor as It characterizes itself In
Game Sports and Are Going
YVomun Arrested for Murder.
said complaint. Is without any cause
La Crosse,
Wis., Aug.
'J4.
Mrs.
;
FILES DEMURRER or right of action in the premises.
to Take the Second or Know Paul Martin, the wife of a prominent
light exists in
16. That If any
ÍM Crosse business man, was arrested
plaintiff, the United Stales of Amer- today at Vlroqua. Wis., on suspicion
Why.
leu, to declare a forfeiture of alleged
In connection
Declared That Plaintiff 1 las No conditions
wllh the myslerlou'i
attached to a Kraut of
of her brother, Carl ftchmldi.
death
right Is only In the con- (Spui'lnl Dl.pat.ll lu III Morning
such
lands,
was
The
arrest
made on the recomJuurnul.
Cause of Action and Only gress of the United States.
of the coroner' Jur.' whl.'h
Trinidad, Col., Aug. 24. It Is a sad, mendation
17. That, as appears upon the face
Investigated the sudden dt'.tih of
Congress Could Settle Ques- - of the complaint, the plaintiff has no sad tale, but It has to be told. Albu- S.iiinidt.
interest In the contract which It seeks querque bus been walloped.
vV to cancel, or In the lands referred to
The Browns have gone up against BUCKET SHOP MEN. OUT ON
In such contract.
It.
however, showed
The Rrowns,
18. That the said complaint Is In
that there are a few , BAIL CONTINUE BUSINESS
That questions between the Unite sufficient, vague, uncertain and Im Trinidad
players down In New Mexball
,States and one of IUt territories can proper pleading; slates conclusions of ico
who know a few, Just a Jew
not be settled in the courts but only law and matter of argument, and falls of the
line points of the game.
Washington, Aug. 24. All five of
as
a cause of action
by action of congress, and that the to set forth
Trinidad
confidently expected to the stock brokerage offices, the
government Vinsfto Interest In the dis- against this defendant, Hie Territory shut
cut
to
the
Browns
whitewash
of which were raid 'J yesterposal of lunls which have passed to of New Mexico.
skunk them, chase them to the day under the
law, wero
Wherefore, this defendant and Its them,trees.
the terrltorylare among the allegaa
run
Trinidad
tall
had
for
doing
business today. The incmb-rtions In the lemurrers Just filed here attorney general pray to be hence dis- her money which waa real base ball
of.
firms
the
arrested furnished bonds
by the territory in the suits brought missed, wllh costs.
and the Browns are not feeling at all for their appearance when wanted
ALU RUT 11. FALL,
by the government in the case of the
over
game.
blue
the
of
the
j.
result
It
Territory
of
for
the
alleged land frauds. The suits in Attorney General
waa S to 2 for Trinidad. Technically,
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
question were Instituted agalust th
licking.
la
a
constltutee
There
this
K. C, GORTNER.
territory by Assistants to the United
no
around this painful act. SAVS GIRL USED
Assistant Attorney General of Counsel. But getting
States Attorney General Ormsby
was a good game and a fast
it
and Peyton Gordon. The govone, and the Browns ehowed up well.
ernment, seeks to set aside deeds to
Tomorrow they are confident there
tracts of timber purchased from the
will be a different tale to tell.
KEY
territory by the American Lumber
The start was a punk one. The
company, and Clark M. Carr. The.
Browns apparently were'nt used to
former territorial officials made
the
altitude and Trinidad scored two
In the suit are former
in the first Inning on poor ball playCommisGovernor Otero,
ing. Trinidad scored three more In
SBm
sioner A. A. Keen, and
TALK
the fourth and three In tha sixth.
General George W. Prlchard. The
Man Declares
He
Gorham made the first run for the Wealthy
lumber concerns have been temporarBrowns on a ferritin drive over left
ily enjoined from cutting further timIn
got
fluid fence,
Was Forced to Sign Note for
the fifth. Rathburn
ber on the lands In question until the
In the second run In the sixth on
settlement of the case.
three-baggby
a
single
Shay.
a
and
Young Woman
Accused
Tha demurrers of the territory Three Thousand Telegraphers Trinidad earned but two of her runs
were placed in the hands of Clerk
by
getting
and
secured
second
the
Held by Police,
on Long Island Branch of first on hulls combined wllh poor
John Venable of the Second Judicial
district court here yesterday. Attorgame
was witnessed by
playing.
The
ney E. W. Dobson also filed a demurPennsylvania Will Walk Out a fair crowd. Tomorrow the biggest
Seattle, Aug. 24Wlt!lm
rer on behalf of the American Lum"'.
crowd of the season Is expected lo formerly of California,
wéalti .
ber company, setting forth practically
Given Signal,
at
game.
to
see
second
turn
the
onl
to
terpolice
today
the
of
the same grounds as those
the
The umpire was very fair and Im- been held up at the pointthatof hea had
re,
ritory.
partial ' and the Browns are ex- volver
by Miss Maud Arnt, residing
It Is sought to have the lands reYork, Aug. 14. Two himdred tremely well nleased with tha snleli- New
at HUS Fourth avenue, and compelled
vert to the government on the ground telegraph operators employed by the dld treatment accorded them.
to sign u'lli'imiiid note for $5,tiuu. He
that they were disposed of fraudufield
Galgnno
the
Tomorrow
takes
company,
hav.'
Long
Island railroad
asked the police to secure the return
lently, and that the contracts are Illeagainst Met. Galgano means husi of
the note, which he suld was pay- gal.
demanded an Increase of pay, and llos tomorrow and If he gels thor
in lui'iinm.
The demurrers filed by Attorney shorter hours. Should the demand oughly
a anie
warmed up there will b
Miss
his
denied the chursre and
assistant.
A.
and
General
B. Fall
different account of the game tomor- suld thatArnt instead
R. C. Gortner, further state that the be refused by General 'Manager James- row. The Browns have on their lightof black mallín r
court has no cause of action and that McCree, it Is said, a signal will ba ing clothes and their war paint und Heed, as he alleges, she drove him
next
WednesIsland
over
the
the plaintiff has no cause of action. flashed
are going Into win the second or bust. fromhadher house because of an Insult
he
offered her.
The territory's demurrer In the day, which will have "the effect of tyup
ing
road.
the
Is
as
The prosecuting attorney was an.
American Lumber company case
or
In
17,000
machinists
strike
The
pealed to and the woman 4s held In
SEEK T00UST PLATT
follows:
Greater New York, will probably b
custody on a charge
Demurrer to the Complaint. ,
attempted robThey demand
FROM EXPRESS COMPANY bery. Her ball wus oflined
In the Second Judicial District Court called next Monday.
at $10,000.
Heed resides with his family at the
of the Territory of New Mexico. that their pay be Increased 25 cents
ran
field hotel, lie hat resided her
United States of America. Plaintiff, a day.
('nihil ToRvllier
Stockholder
fiM a year. Ml-- Arnt Is well connected.
vs. Territory of New Mexico et sl
Civil War.
HrMi Time Mm
Her relative .reside al Puyalltip.
Defendants. (Marshal's Docket No LABOR DEMANDS MORE
"1224.) No. S.
Comes the defendant, the Territory
STRINGENT ALIEN LAWS
New York, Aug. 24. A circular has CATCHER BADLY HURT
ftf New Mexico, by Albert B. Fall, Its
been sent to every stockholder of the
attorney general, and demurs to the
BY SWIFT
.United States Kxpress company en
complaint of the plaintiff, the United American
Federation Would
liar closing a blank request asking him
States of America, and for grounds of
to mail the same, signed, lo Secretiuy
Asiática From Country.
such demurrer shows:
New York. Aug 24
Chauneey of the company, requesting
Frank Bower- 1. That, as appears upon, the face
that a meeting of the stockholders be man, catcher of the New York Naof the complaint, this court has no
Va Aug. Í4. The execu- held for the election of Seven direcNorfolk,
was hit. back of the left
tionalists,
Jurisdiction of the person of the de-- 1 tive board of the American Federation tors. The clrculwr Is accompanied temple by a swift Inshuot' pitched by
fendant, the Territory of New Mexico. of Ijilxir In session here last night by a letter setting forth thut It has Jack Camnlti ot Pittsburg In the
2. That the defendant, the Territory reiurted all Civic organisations to co- been forty-liv- e
years since the share-hold- game of yesterday. His condition this
of New Mexico, herein sought to be operate wllh the federation In an efm t. The object of the morning was reported fuvuiable, but
have
Impleaded Is not subject to action In- fort to hove the next congress enact meeting 'Is stuled to be to .elect a It Is unlikely ttiat he will be able lo
stituted In said court against It with, stringent Immigration laws providing board of directors opposed to the ejolu the (.iuuts again this seaion.
laout Its consent.
for the exclusion of all Asiatic
Piatt management, which Is charged
S. That It does not appear that the borers.
Suit Asaln-- t Slsudsnl Oil.
with tntsiuiiiutgement.
New York. Aug. 24. Frank
defendant, the Territory of New MexB.
President Itoosevelt and congress
Fc'i.
Kelloirg.
special counsel for tlu
ico, herein sought to be Impleaded, were asked to Investigate the cost of
KiiroiM'sns ICmvIok
r received Intersiiil commerce commission, has
Tangier, Aug. 24.
has bv statute or otherwise consented buying the telegraph lines for gov'
her from Fex dated August 20, de- arrived ''here mid will begin taking
ernmental ownership.'
that It may be sued herein.
by
appear
it
not
sthnony September 1 In a suit tiled
for
clare
asked
4. That
that
doee
Miners of the Transvaal
that the situation' Itieiv Is nxjet
4
any act of congress, legislating for financial aid. and
given aigrave, .i All F.umpean rexldeuta hav 4n "the federal court of St. IajuIs to
tvave Fe at oni!
(decldedMid Territory of New Mlco, or oth far as possible.
m.i QlMsllVe the Standard Oil company.
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BOARD OF HEALTH

HALED INTO COURT

TO
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ihffklfiWhataBankShouifSive

THE

INVESTIGATE

The greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible, number of
ways,

Sanitary, Regulations,

to i Be Physician's Say as Many as
En for ced-tT- he
One Hundred Person Are
-'
.positioh of butting Down the cted-Shops
Must Be San'
Weeds.
itary Throughout.
Affe-

f-

With kbit Coal Diggers
Must Not Eat Peanuts or.'
Madrid.
Candy in Public Places in
South Dakota Hamlet Under The Socorro Gerónimo baseball
Frank Fracarolll, the proprietor of
A serious epidemic of barbers' itch
game at Traction park will commence a saloon at South Second street, and has been discovered in Albuquerque
Severe Penalty,
at 31 o'clock this afternoon.
physicians, and
It will Atlantic avenue, was arraigned In po- by . certain local
;

"Good Things to Eat." g

that is what we strive to

all i imes,

The State National Bant-

It's better than ever now
.our

'

do' at

:,,

ALBUQUERQUE

-

J

and local fans lice court yesterday morning charged Frank Quieif, city health officer, is. se24. The are assured a game well worth at
P. U., Auir.
with violating the city scavenger or- curing evidence for a report which lie
HiKhmore.
KRACK KREAM BREAD.
common council has jm.t'il an
dinance, In sweeping refuse and stuff will mako to the local board of health
tending.
prohibiting
male am! female
(Jerónimos, acknowledged to be from his place of business into the and city council.
We want you to use it.
persons from l(iitprin& on the xt'ps of theThe
According to Officer Quier, the
best
any public building or th doorway of ico, hold amateur team In New Mex- street.
epidemic originated in a number .of
Quler,
apthe
city
Frank
health
officer,
amateur
territorial
any store for the purpose of visiting, championship,
It is made to please you.
tonsoiial. parlors.
the .Socorro team peared against Fracarolll, and after smaller
fating candy or peanutn. All loitering claims to be thewhile
recommendation being framed
In southern New the defendant promised to obey the up The
best
allpya
by
streets,
In the public
or vacant Mexico.
Quier is to compel all barbers
We make several shapes:
city ordinances' in the future, he was to thoroughly
lots for the purpose of flirting is fortheir shops
of the game dismissed by Judge George K. Cruig, twice a week orsterilize
bidden nnd drastic penalties tire pro- will be the battle feature
oftener,
and their
Poppy Seed Twists
between McCnrtv, with a reprimand.
tonsorlal implements daily, besides
vided for the vlolntion of the provis- the (Jerónimo southpaw,
and Hager-mahaving
use
ions of the ordinance. It will be unthem
each
towels
for
dean
Vianna Loaves,
Senator Joseph H. Sulzer was cited
Com (Mtv t wirier, both belawful for parents or Ruardlnn.s or ing at the
to appear before Justice of the Peace person shaved.
the top of their class.
bus-shops
In
certain
outside
of
the
other persons having minor children
George
R.
Craig
French Loaves,
Monday afternoon
McCarty. the idtcher secured bv
district, Quier found barbers usunder their control to knowingly per- Manager Kyan
of the Irish team, is at 2 o'clock, by City Health Officer Iness
ing the .same razor for as many as
mit them to violate the provisions of expected to find Hagerman,
Quier
yesterday
Cream Loaves,
Frank
violating
for
the Soten customers, before the razor wa
this oidinance.
corro pitcher, with ease, like he did the city ordinance concerning nuis- cleaned,
during
same
the
and
towels
a number of the Yule pitchers when ances.
also
-ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- This is the fourth time that Senator the shaving of ten men.
he was twirling on the Cornell univerA
to,
a.
'
visit
number
of
local physiSulzer has been ordered to appear
sity nine.
developed thel fact that over
Graham Bread,
The Socorro team and sutpori?ni before Judge Craig for violating the cian
city health ordinance, each time i) 100 men living in. Albuquerque were
will arrive here on No. 10 this morn'" sufficing
Rye Bread
front barbers' Itch, and that
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES
ing. They will be met at the depot bv line being assessed against him. i
Senator Sulzer denies maintaining a the number of cases is increasing
the (Jerónimo bunch, and made welrapidly.
with
without
caraway
pr
or violating the .law, and the
come. The Gerónimo line-u- p
will he nuisance
city authorities assert eiiually posiGETS DIVOVGE
i
as follows:
seeds.
McCarthy, pitcher; Riley Edwards, tively that he is doing so.
catcher; Tony Ortiz, first base; Cain,
L
The matter of cutting down the
Our Hot Rolls at 5 o'clock
second base; Hen Hehvlg, shortstop; weeds
in some parts of the
J,empke, third base: Quier, left field;. city andwhich
on
private
have
premises
are proving very popular,
Young .Mizner Forbidden to Myers, center field; Johnson, tight been allowed togrow higher than a
Held; Hildebrandt, substitute.
dime museum giant, is one that is rein two shapes
Parker
Marty Again in New York
ceiving particular attention from the
GRAYS PLAY MIXERS
street commissioner and the health
House and Vianna. Any
AT MA DIM I) TODAY officer. The proper measures will b
During Lifetime of Former
The Barelas (J rays and the Madrid brought to bear on citizens who negspecial shape or size'
Spouse,
Miners will play together this after- lect to cut down the weeds which the
For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath, Large stock of Windows, Doors ;
board of health has found are a seri- Shell Taken
noon on the latter's diamond at Madif
made special for you,
From Battleship
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand
rid. The Harelas team will leave this ous menace to the public health.
New York,
Justice (illy of morning on Xo. in for the mining Rank and decaying vegetation is a
u. 24.today
tell
you
before
us
12
Maine Injures Three Lads in
kIrikhI tin-I- camp, being met at I.os Cerrillos by fruitful breeding place for disease.
the MUprenie court
C.
the divorce suit the Madtids and conveyed to Madrid Attention has been called among other
final decree
o'clock noon.
4QK OflTTTT
FTT?CT BTKKfcT
iTimTOTTT?:HOiriJ
VPW MlPTWn
Jersey City,
places to the fine crop of weeds in
Mary
by
Mrs.
Adelaide In wagons.
brought
Dan Padilla, manager of the Grays, the lot at the corner of West Central
Yerkes Mizner who asked for an ab- Our Coffee Cakes in two
solute divorce trom William Mizner. said hist night that Madrid had se avenue and Tenth street. They ure in
The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds uf mill
New York, Aug. 24. A shrapnel
P. y the decree Mrs. Mizner
is permit - cured Lopez and Pettus, the pitcher the same condition. The following
work
at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before plaway
go
Crescent
kinds,
Loaf and
the
alter the weeds shell taken from the hold of the batthe name of Yerkts and anil catcher of the Santa Pe Centrals, shows the
ted to
she may marry attain. Mizner is for- to strengthen their team.' The Grays' in Topeka.'Kas., and may be of inter- tleship Maine after she was blown up
cing "your order for anything made by a first class mill.
German Cinnamon Cake;
lie est:
bidden to marry during the lifetime oí batteries this afternoon
will
at Havana, exploded in Jersey City
"Xollcc to Cut Weeds.
.Mr. Yokes Is th" oitannon and Ramr..
his former wife.
THE
LUMBER AND MILL CO..
"Topeka, Kas., Aug. 15, '1907.
Cinnamon Rolls,
yesterday and severely injured three
widow of ('liarles T. Yerkes, the mil"To Frank Edwards.
boys. The eldest, a lad named Ken-nelionaire traction promotor of ChltaRo,
SOUTH OF VIADl'CT.
AIjUVQUKRQITK, X. M.
"You are hereby notified to destroy
STANDARD OIL TO
.Raised Doughnuts, Good
aged eleven years, dropped the
London and Philadelphia.
all noxious weeds growing upon the shell to show Its strength, after telling
CONTROL ALTON ROAD following described real estate, and a group of youngsters that it had been
Cakes made fresh every
SOLDIER KISSES THE
In the streets andalleys abutting given him by a sailor as a souvenir
;
Wrni AMPLE MEANS
,
thereon, towit:
day.
; '
of the' Maine. i The explosion that folAND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
WIFE OF HIS CAPTAIN
"Lot No. 401, Chester street.
New
York, Aug. 24. Announcelowed broke-the windows' of the
ment that the control of the Chicago in the city of Topeka, Shawnee neighborhood houses.
Kenney was
Ask your Neighbors,
and Alton railroad has to all intents county, Kas., within five days, as pro fearfully mutilated.
llllnoH .Militiaman Thought She Was and purposes, been transferred to vlded by Ordinance No. 252:1, of the
BANK OF COMMERCE"" ALBÜQUERQÜE, II, H,
they know how good our
ti e Hired (.hi.
the Clover Leaf system, was a sur- City of Topeka, Kas., as such weeds
I'oub Killed in Storm.
Injurious
are
to
public
health;
and
am!
prise to the financial district
Leon, Iowa', Aug. '24. Four persons,
Bakery Goods are.
was the subject of animated discuss it fjsakl-Avuar..iiot.ui...and d
three children, were
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
Dilcngo, III.. Aug. 24. Private J slon.
stroyed within five days from this killed in a find
Al
On
of
the
the
ratification
of
storm which passed over
Tt. Hill ot liattery A. Danville, one of
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
date, they will be cut by the street this section of the state Sunday night.
will
be
transaction,
Oil
Standard
ston
the rompanbiH of the stale artillery In control of a rystem with 2.8.S5 miles commissioner of the City of Topeka
CAPITAL..... II 50,000. 0.
rifl
M'rvlce now at Camp Logan
sec-- : nnd the total cost
thereof taxed and
"
rung,-- , near I'nlon City, was placed in of line traversing one of the best
Officers and Directors:
against
issessed
said real estate.
of the country.
f
the range guard house last night. II tlons
The
"Uy
Co.
of
Grocery
order
of
the
board
health
OLOMON LUNA, rreuldonl.
Will be court tnartlaled today as n reCity of Topeka.
of
the
W. 8. STRICKLER,
W. J. JOHNSON,
sult of charge made against him by VIGILANTES UNEQUAL TO
"C. P. PURGE. Cleric."
"Good Things to Eat."
the wife of Captain John Clinton,
Albu(iieriue
The
Vic
city
Cashier,
Bud
President
authorities
AfitdfiUnt Cuhler,
rang officer and an employe in the
SELF IMPOSED TASK are eoually determined and the li.it
Mail Orders I'illcd Sumo Day
WILLI
AN
McINTOSH.
AIINOT,
GEORGE
county recorder's office in Chicago.
has been issued that the weeds must
'
its Iloeeivcd.
It fs charged by Mrs. Clinton th.it
go.
J. 0. BALDRIDGE.
A. M. Ii LACK. WELL.
THE HISTORY'
O. E. CROMWELL.
V(U:'(I-IAp-cHill W.ned her and began to force hi
at
Wichita
More
complaints
regis
been
have
away
She broke
.attentions on her.
to Police for Protection.
of the blocking by vehicles, etc.
tered
t'W.'!',"!,-lnr- '
trom him and beg:in to scream. The
of Tijeras and Copper avenues, in the
soldier 'outside heard her and came
city.
ot
The
business
section
the
Aug.
Fearing blocking of the streets by private par
24.
Kas
tunning up. "Catch him." she cried.
but
must say that none came up
LIVERY AND BOARDING STADLES
."He has Insulted me. Catch him." n the threatened vengeance of u crowd ties, always a nuisance, will lie doubly
to our mill here or our camp at Ket-nor- ."
- Hh
flee-Ipointed to Hill, who was
of 3'i Infuriated negroes collected on so when the city Is thronged with fair
3
Went
Silver Avenue.
Telephone 57.
Albuquerque, New Meilm
cry.
range,
began
to
and
down the
North Main street tonight, with the visitors, and the mutter should be
Mr. Cowles Intimated last
night
The uildiers took up the chase and avoucil purirose of putting out of bus- looked after.
a
that
number of Improvements
at
iness the vigilance committee which
called other to their assistance.
Last Saturday night's crowd in the Forty-Fiv- e
local plant of the company have
Will
Be Initiated Hi..'
"I Kissed her." said Hill when cap- has made w holesale arrests of negroe business part of the city emphasized
been
contemplated
Would
and likely
was the siisp, cteil of assaults
tured, "but I thought sinupon w hite again the need for keeping the side
be carried out soon.
hired girl. I didn't know It was the won-ewithin the past week, the walks clear. The walks at O'Rielly's
Into
in
Columbian
Mysteries
captain's wife." Hill was left alone lead, r of the committee at n late corner were so jammeti with people
M iMug n Slab At It.
with Mrs. Clinton yesterday ufter she hour tonight sent a call for help to for an hour or so last night that It
This City Next October.
"You're rather a young man to be
had dtese da wound he hud sustained
poll'
headquarters.
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
was
Impossible
pedestrians
almost
for
left In charge of a drug store," said
'
in target practice.
Th.- - outcome of the affair had not to get through the press. The crowds
fussy old gentleman.
the
you
"Have
up
to midnight but the which attend the Salvation Army
been learned
MONUMENTS
Albuquerque
council,
I
641, any diploma?'
No..
entilo negro population is incensed at meetings have formed n habit
FAILS FROM TRAl
ol Knight of C'llumbus, will hold a meet"Why-e- r.
Whit and Black Haarte
no, sir," refilled the drug
North Saoond StraatJ
th dragnet tactics of the vigilance completely blocking the sidewalk on
ing here October 4th, for the pur clerk, "but we have a preparation nf
INTO HANDS OF THIEVES comriitiee, and race riot are feared Second street at that place.
our own that's just as good." Philpose of completing arrangements for adelphia Press.
utile s the conservative element on
lint It sides takes control of t he situa
Primely
Salary
Jockey.
for
the inflation into the order on SunLampusa. Tcxa, Aug. 24. Frank tion
New York, Aug. 24. Advices from day, October 6th, of a class of forty-fiv1MIVT FORtiKT
TIIA'á' WK CAKUY
Foi)Uid, whfwn hom Is Some miles
A
report
today
London
Johnny
that
the largest number to be admit- TUB 1IXKHT LINK UK r.ltoi l.ltlKS 4S
south of here, bought a ticket Thurs- TWO DROWNED IN
Relff, the American jockey, has been ted at one time in the history of the THIS HM TION or THE t'OCNTK.
K. J.
day night for Hallas, but fell from the
I It ATT A CO.
engaged to ride for a prominent New Mexico branch of the order.
COLUMBIA RIVER German turfman, at a salary of $50,-00- 0
train when norne six or eight miles
To attend the initiation, which will
cast of here.
per year.
,
be in charge of O. N. Marrón, terriKepoit.1 came hero Sunday that
torial deputy, an excursion ,vvili be
(here was a wild man In the neighborVancouver, Wash., Aug. 24. Miss
run here from El Paso and Las VeOF
hood of Kempner, ten miles cast. The KM.'ii Wnlte and Josvph iil!!van, both
gas,
Tho
Women
Modesty
picking , up at various points
of
officers went down Monday morning prominent young persons of this place,
Knights who will attend the ceremoNaturally
from
makes them shrink
th nies.
to Investigate, with the result that were drowned in the Columbia river
they found. Mr. Forhnnd almost w ith- here at about 10 o'clock last night. Indelicate questions, the obnoxious exAt a meeting to be held soon by the
out clot lies and suffering with numer- They were returning from a launch aminations, and unpleasant local treat- local council, arrangements
the
ous severe wounds In the head. Ills trip and had lauded on a barge along- ments, which Homo physicians consider Installation of a new council for
at Rattrhel was gone, but Ihe conductor's side the Northern Pacific dock. In essential In tho treatment of diseases of ton will be made. O. N. Marrón,
terth.-cwas still In his hat. Whatever the darkness Miss Walte failed to see women. Yet, If help can bo hud, It Is ritorial deputy, with the assistance ol
AT AI.BUQIIKHQIJK, JM TUB TRKRITORT OP NEW MEXICO.
he hud In tho wuy of money was also that there was n snaoe of two feet better to submit to this ordeal than let Jerry Leahy, a well known attorney or
AT TUB CLOHM OF BUMNEHH, MARCH 11, 107.
.gone, as his coat and pants were not between the barge and the wharf and
Raton,
will have charge of the work.
disease grow and spread. The trouble
to be found.
stepped Into the opening.
Sullivan tho
BKHOLItt'KS
Forhand claims he was robbed and heard the girl's cry as flie fell and Is thut so often tho woman undergoes nil
Luani and dlieounti
$1,7159, !81. 01
assaulted bv somu Mexicans who wet e went to her assistance and also wan the annoyance and tóbame for nothing.
Overdrafts,
aocured and unari'ured ....
17,711.711
He drowned. Sullivan's body was recovThotrsandjf women who have been AMERICAN
chopping wood in that
o. b. iiunn io incurs circulation
100,00(1. Ut
was brought to n hospital here and ered today.
TJ. B. Bnnda to mcure U. 8. Deposita
cured b Dr. tierce's Favorito Prescrip1UO.000.00
hun proper attention, but Is In a seriPremiums un U. a Bunds
tion wrltk In ireclatlon of the euro
8,000.00
Bunds, securities, etc!
ous condition, as the result of either
!!!!!!!
which dispVrirNmh the examinations
t,147.11
llanklnc
house,
furniture,
fixtures"!!"!"
and
the fall from the train or the assault
18,600.0
and bcal treatmentThcn; s io other
Other real estate owned
25,000.00
which he claims was committed upon
medicine. SO Miro and safe for delicti..
Due rom Natlenal Banks (not reserve aKe'nta)
COMPANY
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him
Due from Btate Bunks and Bunkers
women
ravortte
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It
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The officers are Investigating the
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irregularity and
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mutter.
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ana otner cash Items
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It
It
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on Artist Who Cut Hint.
t, .
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nri our delirious nourlnhinff breads and
BIGGEST
alcoholic, non - secret, all lu Ingrñuienta
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1,011.17
Lawful Money Heserve In Bank, vli:
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.. Aug. 24
being printed on Its
WITH HIM; KILLS HER
con.
healthy growing children. Your children
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Because Md Hiñes, a barber residing in tains no deleterious or
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.,t
Legal tender note
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the Cnnndlan Soo, accidentally cut drugs, and every nativo medicinal root
755 Oil
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u
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TOTAL
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stuffs are delight fa the dulul at all
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Failed to Find Any Other tlnim.
New York, Aug. 24
Pecausc Ills
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endorsements of Its Ingredients,
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000.
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Surplus fund
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with htm this tnotniti? after he
will be found In a pamphlet wrapcd
the case.
bid prepnred It, Julius Telch. In n
In
a
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booklet
the
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11.M7.11
.
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100.000.00
Due tu other National uuismnuing
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Telch and
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$1,25 Dressing Sacques..73w
$1,50 to $1,75 Dressing
Sacques

.

Kimonas
Kimonas
Kimonas
Kimonas

.25
$1,50
Suits.$ 4.98 $1,75
Suits.$ 5.98 $3,00
Suits.$ 8.48
Suits.$ 9.48
Tlie lime ha!

$1.19

$1

Millinery

$ 5,50 Parasols
69c $ 6,50 Parasols
at:
98c $ 7,50 Parasols
at
$1.19 $10,00 Parasols
at
at ...,.$1.98 $25,00 Parasols

come for nil Summer

to'c.

Lot 1 Awortment of Women's and
Mimes' Trimmed Hats, worth from
up' to $6.00. .Clearance
$3.00

price'

UN

Lot 2 Aanrtmnt of Women'i
Trimmed Ham, worth from $S.OO up
$2.00
to $12. SO, Clenmnre price

now
now
now
now
now

to
to
to
to
to

go
go
go
go

at
at
at
at
at...-- .

.--

3.69
4.19
$
$ 4.98
$ 6.98
$12.00

WOMEN'S $2.00 HANDBAGS,
98c

sell regularly for $1,00,
$2,00, $2,50 and $3,00, all

that
at

.

,50c

Women's Handbags of finest
leathers, in black and colors,
go
SEE THESE 50c COMBS
Also
New swagger styles,
FINAL 10W PRICES WOMEN'S WAISTS
leather lined Carriage and En- You can't believe how stylish
Many soft and dressy they are at this
39c velope - Bags,
75c Women's Waists now at..!
in
Bags
the lot, silk price until you see them, Just
89c "Squaw"
$1 .25 to $1 ,50 Women's Waists now at
lined and insidé pockets,
in, A new style in Back Combs,
$1.19
$1,75 Women's Waists now at....'
.

SEASON'S LATEST

BELT,

imitation shell; with rich inlaid

Waists in Duchcsse
Assortment
We predict that.;
gilt top,
SELLS FOR $1.00 EVERY-- 0
to
from
$6,00
AT
'range
Silks
you'll,
50c.
be
Mcssaline
delighted
WHERE,
with" thorn.
Taffeta and
Special
and
in
black
at,,.
are
Belts
..:.E0c
These.
$10,00, Clearance price, choice, each..... $2.00
of High Grade

......

--
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FUEL IS BUSILY

Fails to Remember Violent UNUSUAL RECORD OF
JUMPING SKYWARD
ONE SANTA FE EMPLOYE
Conduct In Justice Court;
Case of Bill Who' Couldn't
Raise of One Dollar is AnFreight Derailments at BernalTake Water.
illo and Gallup Seriously Denounced and Scarcity of NaWhite In a state of Intoxication Fritive Firewood Complicates
lay Trains From East and
day; night, Dionicio Guerra daggered
Candeto
of
Mrs.
home
the
Amelia
Plot,
the
West Railroad Notes,
laria, y Lucero in Old Towqi and, calling her to the door, threatened her
life, besides calling her a number of

It wnn Anno Domini r.."i.
t tr.ifflc on n disrespectful names.
The busy hum
When arraigned before Justice of
rrowdrd city street was Kuddenly
thu Peace Joso K. Homero in Old
Town yesterday, Guerra failed to reA crowd gathered.
The street whs member anything about Friday night,
soon blat kmleil with a writhing, strug- or that It ever existed, and with much
dignity pleaded not guilty.
gling mass of humanity.
After listening to considerable eviPresently four butlulion of police dence which proved Guerra' guilt bereserves, a regiment of state troops yond any doubt, Justice Homero gave
and six fire departments appeared on the prisoner a severe reprimand and
the scene with a rush.
imposed a tine of $10 and costs.
A whort. sharji battle with tho mob
MAYORDOMO
speedily resulted in clearing the thorWOl'LD.VT
oughfare. Seventeen men were curried
Li :!' HI Mí TA K K WATKll
off In ambulances to the morgue and
The case of the commissioners of
forty-twwere taken to the hospital.
Gallegos acequia In precinct No
After the mob had been dispersed the
4. to compelí the mayordomo of that
ami the street cleared an Investigation cequia
to permit lien Hill to take water
of th? cause of the excitement was from it was called
in the old town
The cause was soon dis- justice court yesterday.
whs made.
On account
covered, lying in the middle if the of the absence of the defendant's atk'.reet.
the
postponed
torney,
Homero
Justice
It was a small lump of coal.
case until Tuesday.
The commissioners of the acequia
A hank president who owns a big
Hill a certain
recently sold to
block nf stock In the Standard oil amount of water Hert
from the acequia,.
company anil the steel trust, and who and when he endeavored
to take
has valuable gold mines in Nevada,
the mayordomo refused to alwas standing on Railroad on Central low him
so, saying that thu
to
do
avenue yesterri.iv with a dejected
had no right to sell
air watching another man walk commissioners
water. The action Is to deterbriskly down the opposite side of the the
mine whether the commissioners can
Htreet.
dispose of the water or not.
"What are you sore about'.'" inquired n friend.

"New Mexico is the country for
me," remarked L. a. Carson, Santa
Fe tourist conductor of No. 7 last
night. "When we left Chicago Thursday it was so cold in the Windy City
that overcoats and other heavy garments felt verv comfortable.
Here
it Is delightful."
,
Mr. Carson Is one of the
oldest
tourist conductors in the employ of
the Santa Fe railway, and this Is his
seventeenth year with the Atchison,
running between Chicago and San
Francisco, making two round trips to
Frisco from Chicago ana vice versa
each month.
Mr. Carson was a passenger brake-ma- n
on the old Santa
Fe railroad
when it first entered
Albuquerque.
When the Atlantic and Pacific was
acquired by the Atchison, and through
service i rom New York City to San
Francisco was opened, Carson had
h
charge of a
run from
New York City to San Francsco.
SOMK HAIMIOAI) ItATKK
OF A CIOXTI IÍY' A(.0
Interest attaches in these days of
railroad agitation to the rates which
obtained l'lO years and more ago for
the transportation of passengers and
freight) In 1784 the freight rate from
Philadelphia to IJIttsburg, on pack
horses, then the only means of long
distance transportation,
was 12
cents per pound, while In KS6 a rate
(112
of $10.50 per hundredweight
pounds) was charged for the same
BOY LEARNS
distance. 17S4 it cost $294 to carry
a ton of merchandise frsm Philadelphia to Krle on pack horses; In 1789
il cost $3 to carry 10Q pounds of merchandise from Hagerstown, Md., over
WITH
the Allegheny mountains to Brownsville, Pa., and in 1793 it cost $75 a ton
to carry bars of Iron from
Center
county, Pa., to Pittsburg.
It is recorded that an immigrant from AlexBEE
andria, Va., to the Monongahcla valley, soon after the revolution,
paid
$5.33 n hundredweight
for hauling
"women and goods" between two localities over Uraddock's road.
Youngster Nearly Loses EyeAs late as 1817 it tost $140 to move
a ton of freight from Philadelphia to
sight as Result of Being A- Pittsburg; the Pennsylvania Ualhoad
company now perforins the same serfor $2 or $3. A few years ago
ttacked by a 'Swarm of Ven- vice
an old gentleman who had been a
merchant wrote to George R. Roberts,
omous Insects,
the president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad company, as follows: "He-for- e
any canal was made I shipped
"Mary had a swarm óf bees
son barrels of Tlour one winter from
Now bless their little lives,
Pittsburg to Philadelphia by wagon,
They looked to Mary for a home
the freight on which was $2,400, being $3 per barrel. That was called
Heeause she had the Hives"
Huns a familiar little ditty which it is hack loading (Conestoga wagons, six
horses and bells). Mv first load of
not safe to repeat today to a certain goods,
sixty years past, cost $4 per
Albuquerque young man who has loo pounds from Philadelphia
to
something worse than the hives.
Pittsburg."
The bee is little, but Oh, my!
I. eo Alexander, the young son of
Hums Returns lo Texas,
A. F. Alexander, the well known local
K. J. Hums, chief clerk In the ofbarber, Is suffering considerable pain fice of General Storekeeper I. J. Cusand has narrowly escaped the com- ter, has resigned his position to acplete loss of the sight in one eye as cept a place in the general ofllcs of
the result of getting too near a hive the Santa Fe at Galveston. Tex., and
honey-makeat will leave San Bernardino for his
of the sharp-pointe- d
the Holders dairy (south of this city new place. His former home was
Friday night.
in Texas.
C. O'Neil of Richmond, has
Young Alexander and a number of
been
companions were visiting at the dairy, appointed by Storekeeper Custer to
and during their tour of the place the place made vacant. Mr. o'Nell Is
they came across the bee hives. In now division storekeeper at RichHis successor there has not
some unknown manner the bees were mond.
disturbed, and while the boys ran yet been named.
precipitately for safety a number of
the angry insects overtook Alexander,
RAILROAD NOTES.
stinging him in a score of places.
The swollen eye was dressed at the
dairy and the boy was brought to this
R. M. Schumacher, telegraph opercity for treatment.
While the sight ator at the shop office, has returned,
was not destroyed, young Alexander from a brief visit to Winslow and Iviia
'
will have to wear a goggle over his Angeles.
'
optic for some weeks.
J. H. McCoy, general foreman at
MAM: HALL AM) HAM) COX-4'llt- the storehouse, has returned to the
HY
AMKRHW MMIU.lt city from u visit with friends in San
II N I) AT Til ACTION Marcial.
COMPANY
PACK M XDAY AITI'.ICXOOX.
of a
As a result of a derailment
freight car near Bernalillo Friday
niglit. and other delays on the eastern
nnd middle divisions, No. 9 of Friday
night did not arrive he;e yesterday
morning until about 8 o'clock.

o

twice-a-mont-

thr-wat-

If

"Sore?" m.i Id the oilier. "I'm only
common everyday millionaire. That
fellow over there is a coal dealer.
What's the use?"
coming.
The worst Is apparently
Not long nlnt o the Morning Journal
gave publicity to a persistent rumor
that coal would go to ten dollars ft
ton befoie the winter Is over.
n good authority It has been learned that the prelimlnarv raise of 11 a
ton wiil lie made In a short time.

h

1-

10

MONKEY

UTILE

foal

Is now $ti.rn a ton.
I.ast year It was J.'i.iiO.
The price continues to go up as
Meaililv at a thermometer in Yuma.
While of course there Is no foundation for such a slanderous story, there

another persistent rumor that there
some significance In the rise of coal
lust at the time that native wood
from the mountains is becoming
career. The forest reserves have
been gradually spreading over the
territory and are now encroaching on
a goodly portion of the mountains
east of this city. As a consequence
It Is impossible lor natives to cut the
cellar and plnon as freely as of yore,
nml they are gradually being crowded
Consequently
limits.
tuto narrower
there is less wood coming to town.
JVhy is coal going up?
It Is
question upon which further
light mny be shed before the waiter
Is over. With evcrv extra dollar added
people arc getting more
to the orii-Interested.
I

is

,

LOCAL GASES 10

rs

BE ARGUED IH

Number of Matters of Interest
to Albuquerque to Gome Up
at Session at Santa Fe
Which Begins Tomorrow,
Quite a number of appealed cases
of Interest to people of this city will
come up lafoie the adjourned term
'of the New México súpleme court,
i whli h convenes In Sania Fe tomorrow.
'Among them Is the , ase of Mrs. Ollv"
Corcoran, who was given a verdict In
the lower court for heavy damage'
ngalus; the Albuquerque Traction
company. Another case is that of 1)1
I'Hlmo and lluppc against Weinman
nnd Harnett, the celebrated case ol
which damaged the mock
he cave-Iof the Ituppo drug stole oil Central
avenue.
Others Hie those of the leriltory
analnst C. C. I,otHpcch. ugetit of the
I'lilmoliiie company; Jesus M. SandoAlbright, nppel-lanval against 'leorge
tills being one of the ases growing out of tbfiounly
Hesor complications Home' years ago: Milbett F.
T'rlie and l,ouh K. Lynn, piitnern d
lug
under the name nnd
style of Iui It i n Manufacturing company, appellants, vs. II. 'I'd and L.
litfidl, partner doing business under
h name un I tylc of Toil and (iimll,
appellants. Appeal from rilstllct court
of Heinalillo county.
Territory of New Mexlcn. appellee,
vs. Manuel Sanche y Handles, appellant. Appeal from the district
oiirt of Handoval county.
Terrltoiy, appellee, vs. Victor Ti lles,
appellant. Appeal fiom district eoutt
of Hci nallllo county.
Territory of New Mexico, appellee.
.vs. ileorg" II. Woodward, et al.. ap- peilnnts. Appeal from, district court
of HeinKllllo eoilnty.
Itomnn I., il" Haca et al., plaintiffs.
Filomena l'erea de otero et al..
appeiinnts, vs. Hantliigo Anayt
rt al.. appellants. Appeal from
couit of lift nallllo county.

T
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I

Inter-venor-
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tils-tr-
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SOLD 451 SHEEP
BELONGING

William Gabriel, of Denver, a
young newspaper man, the nephew of
Oscar Gabriel, roadmaster of trie first
district. Albuquerque division, who has
been visiting his uncle, returned to
his home In Denvei last night.

10

freight wreck Just east of the
Gallup yard limits early yesterday
morning blocked the jnairt line for
over eight hours, deluylng No. 2.
which arrived here at 3:55 o'clock In
Investigation to be made of A- the afternoon, leaving for the east at
4:25 o'clock.
lleged Case of Rustling in the
J. H. Fox, foreman of the painting
end of the bridge and buildings deSandia Mountains,
partment, of the Albuquerque division,
who has been In the city for some
the Alvarado walls, the
Natividad Gullerrez of the F.I Dudo time, painting
water treating
ranch, east of the city, In the Handiit freight office, the
other structures In the lomountains, arrived 1n the city yes- tanks and will
leavp this morning for
terday morning to confer with F.lfeBO cal yards,
VI jvlhiljn.i
Doming, where he will repaint the
r, 1. ...... i
lw.
fl
f..t
by the Santa Fc and
Gutlerrex estate, which owns the HI toint station used
Southern Pacific.
puní) tancn.
A

Mr

' ill

li.il

i.

ulutl-l- l

fhllf

111

rlilllllf

sheep,
found .451
near
he
the ranch
,
.
........ n , .
. ..... L
U
L.
III" lililí O, II,n
IH'I'IUHMIK
., u,. n...
u'lwi
..
n ll" t,.1u(itnl'i thai
II millllH'l.
ri"UI
thev belonged to him, stating that hu
nan purt liasen mem or a man living
In Alameda.
,
After ronxuKino- - ills attorney. Mr.
Gulfrrfx started about 4 o'clock
yeAftday afternoon for Alameda, tn
make an investigation Into thn mat
xrtouin no learn ine name oi uir
tor.
... .. .. i.u,. ..lf ,nntn
tin Mtiiifiti'
i lielnnrlnir
,,'i r
limn
his,
ot hers, aliening that they were
It Is liaeiy mal tie win nu airesien
and piosecutPd.
.
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COAST LINE MEN
SURPRISE MR. SYDN0R
Kit lovable Affair Nt Kan licrnanlluo In
li
r of luular r.iiwrilor of
,
Bonus Depa) tun lit Who Is Well

Known

Hen-- ,

Han Bernardino

Run.)
Ii. Hvrinnr. bo

oí Mister Mechante I. O. Hicks. It
struck Mr. Sydnor that art unusual
number of heads of department were
hanging about for, that hour of tho
day. It was aoon, however, made clear
to hirn.
Instead of being handed the .code
message which had been used as a
decoy, Mr.' Sydnor; was addressed
Foreman tV NV Swanson, of
the car department, who reminded the
bonus supervisor that he had surprised his fellows and that they now
had a chance to get even whlch they
Intended to do. He spoke of the' feeling, of regard that each had for Mr.
Sydnor and wished he and his bride
a most happy life.
He then presented the token which had been secured.
Mr. Sydnor found this a new brand
of code message and admitted that for
once he had too hard a problem to
tackle. He simply gave voice to his
heartfelt appreciation and and assured
all that the gift would be ever treasured by himself and bride.
General Foreman A. G. Armstrong
of the locomotive- - department spoke
briefly, expressing the feeling of the
men in the department toward Mrs.
Sydnor and wishing him well.
The gift came from the heads of
departments in the Santa Fe coast
lines over which Mr. Sydnor has jurisdiction.
Those who had a part In
the pleasure of surprising their chief
included persons from all shop points
on the coast lines.
,

INTENDED BRIDE DIES
ON EVE OF WEDDING

25,-190-

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HELP

,

WANTED

mm

ii

Male

WANTED A good barn man; good
wages to a first-claman. Apply
Patterson's, Silver ave.

i

WANTED Salesman experienced
in any
tine to acll general trade. In New Mexico.
Liberal commiasluna with $33.00 per week
advance. Une salesman earned $599.01 last
muntli. his first experience with us. The
Continental Jewelry Co., Clevelund, Ohio.
Apply at once.
WANTED
M.le nurse.
Santa Fe Hospital.

good, etc,.
WANTED Platina, houaenoia
Phone
stored aafely t reaaonable rate.
ImproveThe Secutity Warehouse
tn
the Grant Block, Third
ment Co. Offlcea
street and Central avenue.

Personal Property Loans

fta

Female

REDUCED

Point.

TICKET

ing.
Rev.

Father A. M. Mandalarl has
ere h"
returned from l)e:;v-- .
preached at retreat in the Sacred
college.
Heart
John Frederick and Paul Choat".
two local clgarmakers who have been
ramping in Hear canyon, returned to
the city yesterday..
Nicholas W. Wilson, cement
In charge at the tie treating
plant, has returned from a business
visit to Blue Water.
Attorney Adamo Chave)! and family
and T. S. Iluhbell. Jr.. who have been
spending a brief vacation at the
ranch on the Pecos river, returned home last night.
John W. Sullivan, superintendent of
the coal properties of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron company, at Hagan,
who arrived here with the party of
t
capitalists. Is still In the rlty.
J. Weinman, proprietor of the
Golden Rule Drv Goods company, has
returned honfe from an extended trip
an
In the east, whore he purchased
elaborate stock of goods for his store.
C.
Q. Goodwin,
cashier of the
Southwestern Brewery and Ice company, spent yesterday In St. Louis, according to a telegram received by a
friend here. Before returning home,
Mr. Goodwin will visit his old home In
Virginia, and also the Jamestowri exposition.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, judge of the
second Judicial district, ills daughter,
H. H.
Miss Constance Abbott:
nnd daughter. Miss Kma
and A. H. McMlllen and family are extierted
hack today from
the
Uoswell, where they attended
meeting of Ihe Territorial Bar asso
ciation.
Mr. and Mrs. fc. H. Sheppard entertained a number of their friends last
night at their lióme tin South. First
street. The parlv was in honor of
The host,
Mr. Sheppnrd's birthday.
who Is n popular engineer on the
showered
was
Santa Fe cosst lines,
with congratulations on passing another of life's milestones,
J. H. Smith, deputy I'nlted States
marshal, who ha own serving war-rsnIn Taos. Santa
Hnd summmise
Fe. Rio Arriba and San Juan counties for the fall lerm of the federal
court to be held next month, returned
home last night. Mr. mlth say that
the country which he visited I ptos- perons nd looking fine.
A civil sorvlce examination
for the
position of matron at a I'nlted States
Indian school In tho southwest will be
held WeilnesdiaJ , at the postoffice
building. Secretary W. H. Long, of
Ihe local commission, said last night
that to dat two women teachers had
decided to take trie examination. Dan
Philips, of the Albuquerque civil ser
vice commission, now on a vacation.
Is expected har k Wednesday morning.
Frank Monto, sort of J. Alearlo
Mmitoya, deputy sheriff of Bernalillo
county, arrived In the thy yesterday
from the Sandia mountains, wnere. ne
has been taking tore of a flock of
slxtv goats en route th this .city. On
left
account of being III, Ml'. Monto
the goals near Bernalillo, but lie will
mum and drive them litro, titla week.
He reports the range In excellent con
tun-tract-

Gil-mo- re

Fer-guss-

Fer-giisso- n,

.

ts

N.

(ton.

Central Aveno.

M.

Allinqnerqae

RENT Rooms with electric
light bath. Close In. Mrs. II. E.
Rutherford. 517 S. Broadway.
WANTED Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Telephone Mrs.
Davis, at Columbus hotel.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms.
106 S. Broadway.

VOH

IRE

BOYS

1

.

R. W. D. BRYAN

Attorney at Law.
Office In First National Bank Building
Albi.nuerque, New Mexico.
PHYSICIANS

A VP RURGKONR.

DR. S. L. BURTON

rhyslcian and Surgeon
10 S. Walter strent,

Highland Oftlce.
Albuquerque. N.

M.

Phone

N.(

10.

R. L. HtTST

Rooms

jF0RJMLivsc

Plant.

HELP WANTED

113 West

ATTORNEYS.

Physician and Surgeon
6 and 8. N. T. Armljo Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Limited
Ear, Nose Throat
FOR SALE Several horses, one pony Oculist Eye,
and Aurlst for Santa Fa count
and saddle. Apply 305 v.uoio
lines. Office SIS V4 West Central ave.
FOR SALE The best general purpose Honrs: 9 to 12 a.m.: 1:Sf tn I nm
In the city, weighs 1,200 pounds.

CELLAJOUS

J. R. Walters, of Helen, was a visitor here yesterday.
V. S. Duncan Is a business visitor
here from Globe. Ariz.
F.dgar W. Derren, of Mountainair,
;
was a visitor here yesterday.
J. A. M. Clout, 'of Dawson, N. M.,
Is In the city visiting friends..
George H. Pradt. of Laguna, transacted business heréíyesterday.
Mrs. Raymond II. Lester has returned from a visit to Georgia.
Karl Sommers arrived In the city
yesterday morning from Haden. Ga.
J. S. Ward, of Plnevllle, Ky., arrived in the city yesterday morning.
Mrs. George Simmons, of Chattanooga, Tcnn., arrived in the city yesterday.
Louis McRae nnd wife, of Magdalena, are in the city visiting Mrs. Mrs.
Mcliac's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Hayden.
J. K. Riley, of Canon City, Colo.,
transacted business In Albuquerque
Saturday.
Kd Sedlllo
H. M. Donaldson and
and family, of Kl Paso, spent yes- terday In the city.
Margaret Medler, who has
Mrs.
been visitlntr with friends In Hannibal, Mo., will return home this even-

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
carpeWANTED Three first class
nter. Apply A. W. Hayden, 412 W. Mow as $10.00 and aa high as $150.00.
Loans are quickly made and atrlctiy
Copper avenue. Time: One month to one.
Milkers at Beimek's dairy, 1902 private.
WANTED
year given. Goods to remain in your
N. Fourth street.
reasonable.
WANTED
First class waiter.
Santa Fe possession. Our rates are borrowing.
Cal! and aee us before
restaurant, under Havoy hotel.
to and from all
WANTED Porter, Santa Fe restaurant, un- Steamship tickets
parta of the world.
der Savoy hotel.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED Three bell boys at the Alvarado
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Hotel.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Mn or woman
for general
OPEN EVENINGS.
work at HntT Navajo.
WANTED Stokers at tha gaa plant. Apply S08 Si Weat Central Avenue
at the

STORAGE
640.

ss

WANTED Girl for general housework: no
horse
523 X, 4th St.
wuxliInK: Rood wages.
315 W. Copper avenue.
I'liusually Sad Was Death of Misa IV ANTED f Ad lea desiring Millinery at lesa FOR SALE Gentle pony and saddle. Ad
than oast t.i call an Miss Crane, B12 Notih
Otljarcl of This City Wlto Whs Srcond
dress 623 S. Arno.
street. MTIIInery and dressmaking
c
About lo I.-avfor Minnesota to 'Be Parlors; ateo apprentices wanted.
FOR SALE We have some good cows for
WAv'TED Woman cook at tho university;
sale. Albers Brothers.
.Married.
good wages and no extra housework.
FOR SALK Frame cottage, modern and In
Address T.,, care Morning Journal, giving
good order; located on west side, near
The death yesterday morning
of references.
park. Address 123. care Morning Journal.
housework;
Miss Lilla Odjnrd. a former school WANTED airl for general
wag-on- ,
good wages.
Mrs. A. B. McOuffey, 1133 FOR HALE Light. 4 spring mountain
teacher, at her home on South Arno
121S West Central avenue.
street, brought sorrow not only to a Tijeras road.
FOR SALE Iron safe. Enquire 110 West
bereaved sister and father, but to a
Hold Ave.
young man away up in Mankáto,
Minnesota, who intended to make Miss
FOR SALE Bull terrier pupa, bred from
F. 11.
the best Pitt atock t.i America.
Od.lard his bride In the near future.
Is again doing all Casey. Box 183; Las Cruce. N, M.
Miss Odjard came to this city for her MRS. RUTHERFORD
(17
BroadCall
of
work.
kinds
hair
South
FOR SALE One large alze sand oven and
health two years ago. accompanied by way.
305 S. Sec
60 bread pans; $25; be quick.
her sister, Miss Anna Odjard, who MONET TO LOAN On
In
estate,
real
ond street,
was later appointed a teacher in the
to suit.
Metcalf, 321 Gold FOR SALE
sums
W.
P.
city schools. The deceased becajno
Two cottagea and four corner
""JE:
Factory.
Iota, cheap.
Klrster'a
worse Instead of better after she had
insurPROPOSITION
.ft.ASS
t.lfe
HIiJ
1. "00 stock; good
aton
lived here a .short time, until finally
ance agents wanted in all parts of New FOR SALE Drug
reason for elllng; W drug atore in
the attending physician gave up hope Mexico by a Legal Reserve Company. Splenof saving her life. Miss Odjard. how- did contract for good men. Call pr wrlto M. town: for further particulars write E. B.
ever, was always bright nnd hopej'ul F. SHERKESiCE, 324 South Edith street, Al- Berry, Estancia. N, M.
FOR SALE A good top buggy for sale
and, was laying plans to leave in a buquerque, iN. M.
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter
cheap.
short time for Mankato to be married
tf
street.
Her engagement
When death came.
windmills,
tanks
FOR SALE Aermotov
was announced a short time ago. The
and substructure. Wolktng ft Bon, 707
funeral services will be held at
tf
North Eighth street, phone 1485.
Strong's chapel this afternoon at 4
ALL
o'clock, the Rev. J. C. Rollins officiatWANTED
Miscellaneous
ing. Mrs. Collins will sing at the serAll local teachers and other
vices.
ItAII.KOAD TICKETS POrOHT
n old lady a home, who
give
To
WANTED
friends are invited to attend. The
Akd SOLD. CORRESPONDENCE
Is able 'to do light work for three; no
body wjll be sent tonight to Mankato
SOLICITED.
washing.
1117 S. Arno.
for burial accompanied by the sister.
Immediately, ten energetic la
WANTED
dies' and gentlemen for profitable home
steady
employment. Cull room 35,
work;
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
(rand Central Hotel,
MOORE'S
OFFICE WANTED Lmher teams to haul lumber
from our mill In Cochltl Canon 'o DoH. M. Brown, of Mountainair, was
Memlier of America
TUket
mingo. 23 miles; good roads and good wa
here yesterday.
Broken' Association.
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn

nus supervisor for the Hanta Fe coat
lines, gave tils friends a decided surbenedict without
prise bv becoming
ntll It
letting tMein Into the secret
Yesterday
hl friends
was all over.
In
mm.hnleul itunÉrtltlPtlt Of the
toast linea quietly turned the tables
on him Bnd gave mm a pieasani surprise that he will remember, the
of his life, n surprise that his talented
bride will be able to share with him.
nd one that marks Ihe esteem In
which Mr. Hydnor Is held by those
with ahum ho cornea In contact. , The
surprise waa In the character of the
presentation of a complete sel tn poiiu
lli'i, I u 1. A ell, r
(
U was about the middle of the af
ternoon when a messenger nppenreu
nt the office of Mr. Hydnor,' summonN,
ing 4iltn t tae'ttinaar. m hadic
As
rneage
flct td decipher a
ua unlivrcd Into tho frlvatv ufllt
dition..
h

it

UNDAY, AUGUST

Mil

LADIES

Room and board in private
South Third atreet.
FOR RENT Two rooms in modern house
close in. 320 W. Lead.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 513 Is'. Seo
ond.
FOR RENT Fuur furnished looms for light
housekeeping; furnish coal and wood for
12 a month.
:04 W. Cromwell.
FOR RENT One of the moat dealrablc
first floor front rooms In the highlands,
close In. one or two gentlemen preferred.
Mi health seekers, till at 311 H. Arno Hi
FOR RENT Pleasant furnished rooms at

FOR KENT
family at

511

Masculine Contingent Somewhat Elated Over Unusual
Condition Revealed at School 601 8. Third atreet.
Full RENT Nicely furnished
This Year.
Kdlth.
RENT

FOR

Room aitltablo

room,

726

for two,

HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON

Homeopathic .
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann's drug atora. Phna:
Office and residence, 628. Albu'
querque, N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopsthlc
Physician and Surgeo.
Occidental Life Building, Albnquer-quNew Mexico. Telanhon 81(1.
VETERINARY.
WM. BELDEN
Veterinary.
Phone 40K. Residence 402 8. Edith.

e.

DR.

J.

DENTISTS.
H. KRAFT

Dental Surgean.
Rooms
Rarnett Building. Phone
744.
Appointments m.ide by mail.
3,

ARCHITECTS.
SPENCER
Architect.
Rooms 46 nnd 47. Harnett Riillrtlng.

V. W.

ASSAVKRS.

Jj3NKS
Assayer, Mining Sc. Metallurgical
Engineer.
609 West Fruit avenua, Poatofflc Bo
173, or at office of F. H. Kant, 11J
South Third street.
W.

v

CIVIL ENGINEERS.
PITT ROSS

County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land Department. Land Scrip for sale. Civil engineering.
Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal

DR. B. M.

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

The mor! modern electrical equipment for dental work In Ihe ñon t titles! . Rooms 15 and 10, Grant Block.
Phono 623.

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

S.

with

(Effective June 16th.)

or
Thu young men studenbt at the Uni- FOR without board. 623 W. Copper avenue.
From the Kast
Arrive. Depart
RENT Three furnished housekeeping
No. 1. Southern Cal. Eip
Koinowhat
Mexico
are
versity of New
7:45 p 1:10 p
rooms, a miréis ill no. Broadway.
No.
1,
elated over the fact that this week's ROOMS FOR RENT A few nicely furnished No.7. California I.lmltod ....12.20 p 1:00 p
North. Cal. Fast Mall. . .10:66 p 12:46 p
rooms with uaa of bath, by tha week or
enrollment reveals a larger number of
Mex. City Exp..lJ:45 p 13:20 a
No Invalida taken. Hotel Cralga, No. 9, El r.
month.
selbuys than girls, a condition that
From the West-- No.
Sllvar Ava.
2, Chicago
dom exlxtj on tho hill, but will the FOR RENT Neatly
Fast Mall
1:00 a 1:21 a
furnlehed
rooms at
very low prices. The La Vete, Rooming No. 4. Chicago Limited
:20 p
6:60 p
ame proportion hold to the end of
House,
111 Weat Lead
avenue.
Mra. J. No. f, Chi. A Kan. City Exp., 1:40 p 7:30 p
the year?
Fleming,
tl
f pura tbe Mouth
The UnlveiKlty mail Is rapidly InRENT
Modern roomi and board, Zt No. 10, Chi., Den. A K. C. Ex (:20 a T:00p
creasing In bulk and may noon need a FOR
per month. Mra. Eva L. Craig. 101 No. 10 connectaat I.amy with
branch train
special pouch for Its delivery. The ffonth aiaeoncl atreet. uparalra.
for Banta Fe and atops at all local polnte In
postónico In the library Is becoming
New Meilen
T. W. PIITtnT A rent
a popular placo about noon time.
FOR RENT
Dwellings
Let the literary societies be organcotiTgiTTliiso
ized soon and give a year if good FOR KENT A g
D. Eaklr Pres.
Cbaa. Mellnl, leer
the shops. 311 Atlantic Ave. Apply J.
steady training In debate, speaklnir. on topremises.
O. Oloml, Vice Free.
O. Bachechl, Treea
parliamentary
willing, music and
FOR RENT Large barn with stalls
training.
Liquor Co.
for five horses and plenty of room
MINING STOCKS.
for vehlcjos; large hay loft and corral.
Buccesaora to Mellnl A Bskln
Address sT
Journal, tf
The following Boston quotation! are fur,
and Bachechl ft Olnml
Furnished, 12x1 4T house
nished by f. Uraf A Co., brnknra, over their FOR RENTWHOLESALE
DEALERS IH
tent ;lü i Sou t hB roa d way;
own private wire to Albuquerque, N, M.,
1

'

Consolidated

Ijljt,rjl"g

August
!'Ji7:
Amalgamated Copper

'4
'

H

Anaconda
Alione
Arenilla n
Commercial
Ai

3f
I

Atlantic

'

H'i

l.

Consolidated
Klngham
Mountain
Illicit
Butte Coalition
Ely
Cumberland
Centennial
Calumet and Arlioim
Copper Range
Kenn ArUona
liavls Daly
rjHst Unan
Moston

ilianhv

Tamarack
Trinity
I'nlted Copper
I'tah Consolidated

f,v
5

Il'iti

12

ll',M

12

U'JW

1

'a

1

I

4

V

f

154

I

3fl

I'it

l't

1

-'

li'i
3
!

IK

ft

1 1

I

110

Toti&Gradi

FOR

11

il

"

Room In "modern" house, for
WIRES, LIQUORS
CIQIRS
H.
41
Invalids.
Kdlth.
nea if 11 If a pasture for rent; We handle everythlnir In ", our line.
rl
plenty of water; In illy limits;
3
per Vrlte for
Illustrated Catalogue and
phone 420. L. It. Thompson.
month.
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
FOR KENT
house, furnflTdrnr uti- Telephone 1.18
furnlhe.tr close In. Apply Rankin and COHSTH FIH8T
HT.
TOPPER AVU
(i., Armljo Bldg., or phone 1407.,
FOli RENT Four room cottage with mod- em eonvenlencee. . Inquire of A. A. Trim-bi107 N. Arno street.
.
FOR" R KM f-Tía w ñañd
large ham. Addons 411 Hmith Broadway,
North Third Street
FOR RENT
Dealers In
or three room nouses,
furnished or unfurnished. W. V. Fu- - C.ROCERIFS, PROVISIONS, GRAIV
Hay and
trails 101 ftouth Second street
line line of Imported
Full KENT Alfalfa pasture; plenty water; Wines, Liquors and Cigars, riaeo, jour
city
limits; l.'.oo per month.
.In
L. R. ortlern for this line linn with us.
Thorn pson.
RENT

gentleman;
FOR ñ É.NT

I'tn.

H

ll'ifl
?
in'

fi4

1"

74 ft

13

:l

55

"I"-

lK
8

i

4

7

V

Greene
Helvetia
Keewenaw
Michigan MlnHig
Mohawk Mining
Nevada Consolidated
North Rutin
NlliiMtig
Old Dominion ...
Oseei.ln
Parrot! Mining, bid
Qulnry Milling
tlhniln Island
Sums Ko Copper
Shannon
Superior and 1'lttshmg

3

FOR

14

4r

iCj

't

X

SALEReal Estite"

Foil RENT

--

HiiiiHi'H.

i

l

11"...,.. ;.

V. H. McMllllon,
also double flat.
rem wiate tiro nor. Z1I West Gold Hve.
v

A

FULL SET OF XKCTU FOB

SSS

'Md frown

..."

$8

a

Jnld Fllllnir, npwnrda froni. ......
FOR HALETwo furnished tents.
one block N. Mountain road luiniess Kitrartlon
...Uir.
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed.
1.1
mi ittrii street,
'i
ft
v
FOR
RENT
DRS. C0PP & PETTIT,
rooming house
3 '
t 4
or notei. w. M. McMllllon.
Boom It. N. T. Armljo Bnlldlna
real
1.... 3' M ' estat
broker,
211 West (lold ave.
...... H13'4'IIW I3'4
141, FOR HALE
A
L U U O V K It Q V K
frame,moilrrtL
3
good location,
ternw. Room 9, Foundry
I
V 1H .V. T.
and Machine Works.
Armljo building.
tf
C4
M
Full HAÍ.E
new brick coñagól
It. I. liny, Iroprletor.
4'l
I
41

tfc
0 17

VS'itt

1

m

bath, elcctrlu lights, cement walks, lawn, Iron
and Press Csstlnge, Ore, Coat ano)
chicken yard; with or without furniture;
must
be mid at ume. leaving city. Owner, Lumher Cara, Tulleya, Orate Hare. Bsbmtt
II1,
Isle llovalo
Metal, Columna and Iron Fronte' for Build-Ing- e.
K
Central avenue.
11
tllolis Cons
' 1 1 ' 531
Repairs on Mining and Milling Ma?OR
BALE
1 3pro7ryiiirabTe'fiTra
Acre
Raven
IS chicken
ranch. 1 to 6 aerea, with fruit chinery our apeelalty. FOUND RT, East ftd
trees;
of
Bnllroad Trank. Albuquecjiin. New Mellen
nti main ditch one mile from center
Wall Street.
Closing quotations of city; price per acre lesa than a city lot.
4.
New York. Aug.
f the mora active atocks on tha Room I Cromwall building.
on a rt-"
Arthur E.
.
New York atock exchange today were
FOR SALE CtieapT If boughToWrTm
.
Atchison
i
proved alfalfa and fruit ranch nf 4 cra.
limurniicp.
Uro
Secrotarf Muí"'
. to
.,
do preferred
I room cottase: North 1ih --- -Iliilltllnij AenoclBlloit.
litóos
.101 '4 Si lioil. F. J. McMilllen. Alhiiauerniie
New York Central
West Central Avenue.
I1H
Pennsylvania
.lia FOR HALE A snap
frame house,
.
II 'i
Southern Pacini!
modern. In a One location In Highlands,
. ,
.154
t'nliin pacific
all furnished
Price It, 000. Dunbar'a,
, II
do preferred bid . .
FRENCH FtíSL
llnflAU?!
FOR
ALE A live" room" 5ua; " aise" a
'
.
Amalgamated
Copper
sight
room house, latter furnished or
. 14
t'nlled Slalea Steal ...
troth
modern: close In; rtieap this
do preferred
rj'4
A Sin, firpai
Money un rail nominal; prim mercantile week; also two aeeted amaga, nearly new
tut ter fltrFriMB Mwp'ttvtrtt.
Inquire
naiuWest M lent raj avenue.
Ti mi a. t ..r.i
pnper.
mi
ier rent.
J
ÍOR HAI.K A
fu?,
t I11 f"r
fr ll.UO ? t tail, III 1,4 ifWm un ir
(
...
HI. IjhiIs H'uul.
nlehed. un- Hwuth
11
m , wiin
SI. l,oina. Aug. it
The market for wool stslile, chicken house and yard. This place
UNITtD WtOICAteO., 0t4. ItHCtnif
today waa steady. Territory and weslei n
,
snaue
rrooe.
iree
mediums were quolad at tnft'li', flna ma-uiu- II.400 0.
Inquire in
DttNliAR, corner Ould
,
avenua 104 third itreet.
at UtM; nua it HK:o.
(( Soítl in Abüqicrque
y fft
. W. Q'Rtttty Co.
WiilverliH),

IK

bid

Villoría

,

34 4

6t
U

Walker""

55.

filü'íí

4r'

lit

Mr,.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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Lady Evelyn Lake, that th íi'rsl Lie
itftms, beln,-- , to appear epriitle
crustácea ajid minute marine r features that swarrpud .the prehistoric
seas of Canape before trié advent of
the first fish and long uncounted ages
before the earliest winged reptiles,
the ancestors of the hoofed and feathered game that now abounds in Its

Í.EIOMJL

A

:

Fl 1IUI

woods.
All this Is written In bonks f geology and can be read with the help
or maps and a Greek lexicon. But U
Is written .more Indelibly In the country ltielf, in the rotks and lakes and
1

EXPLORER
CANADIANS PROPOSE

,

streams of this last wilderness.
Never was there such a land of
lakes and streams. The map of the
reservation looks es If it had .been
splashed with a bucket of quicksilver.
Lake Temagami has an area of a hundred square miles. Its twisting, writhing shore line is long enough, if pulled
out straight, to reach from New York
Harbor jo Los Angeles. Yet thin Is
only one of a thousand lakes.. Lady
Evelyn Lp.ke, Ray Lake, Kabblt Like"
and Nina Nlpisslng are replicas in
miniature and between all and binding them into comfortable fellowship
Is a network of silver streams, emptying into comfortable fellowship is a
network of silver streams, emptying
into one another, and finally Into the
Montreal and Ottawa rivers to make
their way thence to the St. Lawrence'
and tre gea.
80 close nre the streams that the
shortest route between two points Is
always by canoe. So numerous are
the lakes that many still wait to be
named by the tourist who first "discovers" them.
The name Temagami is an Indian
word and means "deep water." The
lake was so called by the Ojibways
less because of Its actual depth than
because of its crystal clearness, which
renders objects visible frequently to
the depth of thirty or forty feet.
Many are the Indian tales and' legions that have to do with this noble
body of, water, the home of trout and
bass an5 the haunt of duck and loon.
The whole land is full of history,
too not geological, but human. On
a rocky island, one of fourteen hundred that dot the surface of Lake
Temagami, may be seen the remains
of an old trading post of the Hudson's Ray company. A hundred years
ago this post was the kev to the fur
trade of the northwest. Fastward lay
civilization. To the west and north
stretched the realm of the mink and
sable, league upon league of unbrok-- ,
en forest and plain to the banks of
the Mackenzie and the shores of the
Frozen Sea. Hut before that the country was the hunting ground of the
Ojibway Indians and the scene of
bloody battles between them and the
Iroquois for control of the Mahainoo
Sebee, or trade route of the Ottawa
river.
At the outlet of Lady Evelyn Lake,
where the Montreal river gathers Itself together for the wild rush over
the Matawablka Falls, a band of Iroquois braves dug trenches one day and
When
lay In wait for the Ojibways.
a luckless party of these Algonqulns
came down the stream to a point opposite the trench they were greeted
by a deadly flight of arrows. Of tho
eñüre band but two escaped and made
their way back to their tribe on the
shores of Lake Superior,' there to
rouse their fellows to the campaign
that swept the Iroquois out of Ontario and across the lake. That was two
hundred and fifty years ago, but the
trenches are still there. A hunting
party stumbled on them last fall and
shot deer on the spot that had once
run with Ojibway blood.
The game laws of the reservation
are strict, but no stricter than those
I'nder the
of MJnnesota or Maine.
protection they afford the moose and
caribou hava Increased In nymbers
and the lakes now teem with trout
arid :lke and bass.
The moose ore driven to the water
by flies In June, but the flies disappear In July, and then the big animals keep more to cover, but they can
be heard at night splashlnp and
coughing ns they lake their drink at
the lakesldeV The open season for
moose is from October 16 to NovemThe caribou are
ber IS. Inclusive.
more timid and hnrder to get. They
are thickest In the hilly country near
Smooth Water Lake. The red deer
are found everywhere, south to Lake
Pear are occasionally
Nlpisslng.
met with, and the reserve Is a breeding ground for otter and beaver, but
the latter are protected until 1910.
Among the game birds that aixiund
In the woods anil along the streams
are ruffled grouse, pine grouse, partridge, wild geese, wood duck, mnllard,
blue bills, mergansers and other water
'

'TO

HONOR CHAM PLAIN

Three Hundredth Anniversary
, of Visit of Pathfinder to Continent Suggests Saving His
'Name From Oblivion,
Toronto, , Ontario, Aug. 24. On
the eve of the three hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the Ottawa, river and niMthern
Ontario by
Samuel de Charnilaln,vefforts are
made here to secure tardy recognition for that intreplij explorer,
whose exploits nave so long been
overshadowed by those of Ills more
famous fellow countrymen, Marquette
not
did
and I.nSalle. Champlaln
reach the Mississippi, but he won a
new realm for France and blazed a
trail that served to guide all his successors, and without which they could
not have accomplished what they did.
On this account, and because the
memory of his romnntlc career is still
dear to many Canadian hearts; the
people of tills city are considering
some appropriate
action, that will
Have his name' from oblivion.
The suggestion that Lake Tema-gam- l,
the wonderful "deep lake" of
the Indians and the Mecca of Cana-dia- 'n
and American sportsman since It
was Included In the government's vast
forest and game preserve in northern
Ontario, be renamed Iake Champlaln,
is thought fitting, for it was discovered by Champlaln, who was guided
to It by a party of friendly Algon-quin- s.
KUt there is already a Lake
Champlaln in the United .States, su
the explorer's name may bo given to
the reservation, instead of to the curious body of water that lies within
its borders.
The lake Is"" curious for several
reasons, but principally because
covering only a hundred
tquare miles of territory it has a
shore line of 3,000 miles of twice that
of Lake Michigan. This is because of
the thousand winding bays and Inlets
into, which Its shores are broken. Another one of its claims to attention Is
the' curious fish stories that are told
' Of It, for It has been noted for the
size and flavor of Its fish ever since
the days of the Indians, one tribe of
which made it their headquarters. In
spite of this It has been little known,
outside Ontnrl i, until a few yens uno,
when the Kovernmont established the
Temagnnii fores', reser. e.
It was djrln-j- ; Ihe trip i'. which he
dlscov rod Lake Huron that Clunn-plal- n
first passed through this country. In charge of de Monts' expedition a few years previously he had
railed from his native town in Hrun-.igFrance, nnd after .1 long and
thrilling voyage across the Atlantic
he had entered the mouth of the St.
Lawrence and sailed up that beautiful river past shores that he has
kfiow""so well on inter voyages. On me of these voyages, in
1608. he founded the city of Quebec,
which became such a center of brave
romance and stirring deeds. Turning
10 the south, he Joined a party of
Ojibway Indians that was making a
quick raid on the Iroquois. The route
of the expedition lay south across the
lake that, forms the boundary between
New York state and Vermonf, to
which his name is now given. His account of this trip in his "voyages" is
une of the most interesting that has
ever been penned.
Champlaln was the first white man
to penetrate the Tomagami country,
and his narrative speaks the delight
lie felt at the beautiful land of woods
and lakes and streams, which, thanks
to the care of the government, are
almost as wild and unpeopled as
when the? first echoed to the hallóosy
of the explorer and his faithful
guides. In fact, this region Is
one of the few haunts of big game
that are now left on the continent,
and the fact that It was made accessible Is l.irgely duo to an accident.
When the Cobalt country was opened up the government ran up a little
M,ur railroad from North Hay to the
and for the first time made It
by
posniblf to reach the reservation
rail. The opening up of the Tena-g.icountry Is thus In a way a byproduct of the mines ut Cobalt. Hi-Ithe Cobalt rush the reservation
n is
won an inaccessible wilderness,
still A wilderness, but It is no lonfer
, inaccessible.
To get an idea of the reservation
rightfully should
which many think name,
picture to
r
Champluln'e
Yourself a fact of virgin foiest twice
of Khode Island.
hi large as the State
l
;
of the wilderness
lying in the
Toronto and Hudson's Hay,
betwe-- n
,
stocked wltn deer and wild fowl anda
lehUlt of government protection,
a
iU'Vh
iiccldentnllv brought uthin York,
beride of Chicago and New of It some
en w at the further end
one found silver and some one else
railroad to reach the ore.
built-Through the heart of this virgin for-,.- g
now run the rails of the
aod Northern orlare railway,
of the
but they barely skirt one edge
the
reservation and pass to the east of
large Is the
true game country. Ho
region
'
p.xrk that the entire "Cobalt"
Mavlf Is lost In one corner of It and
puff and
the daily trains that now
from
rattle on their lonely wcy Il.iileybury
and
to Latchford
lid no echoes acro.'s the wooded
I lie
lu.ue to the west that are still."And
haunt of mooe and caribcu. govern-nen- t,
dhnll be." adds the
nl way
by wav of official amen.
The reserve Is Just Soil miles north
It Is sixty miles wide end
of "Toronto.
area of
fifty miles long, and has anacres.
So
nearly fl jnllllon and t half
s
wild Is th counlry that In this one
exranr there Is exactly
never be
lurm. There will probably
another. HuntoM muy curat unci
mighty men with the rod: aruier vim
eventually be drawn here, hunting lor
the mineral deposits and the rich
but no íinmr will be there
to
to dlr;iule possession with th'.-l-them,
t
sane
tdow thtlr luv.uiM or drivo
ue-ln- K

e,

to-d-

Chip-pewa-

'

on-

niinroda of the states to seek fresher
THE WM. FARR COMPANY,"
fields-- , in the woods of Ontario
and
and Retail
Quebec.
Thé years of westward DEAI.RB Wholesale
IS rHt.HH AND SALT MEATS
ground breaking and pioneering are
Baoaagw
gpeclalt
a
now at an end and the tide oí real
sportsmen who haunt the silences is For CattU and Hogs the Biggest Market Price Is PsM.
flow turning north. So extensive has
been this movement that it Is estimated that this year at least 10,000
men and women will camp In the Canadian woods, or more than the entire
population of "New France" two
hundred years ago.
THE PRESCRIPTION
For all this Champlaln is in a way
DRUGGIST
responsible, for to him rather than t
any other the opening up ot Canada
Is due.
West
Central Avenue
In the words of Parkman:
"Samuel de Champlaln lias been
beautifully called the Father of New
France. In him were embodied her GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
religious zeal and romantic spirit of
Wholesale Merchants '
adventure.
Hefore the close of this
career, purged of heresy, she took the
Wool, Hides and Pelts
posture which she held to the day of
a Sneclulty.
one
crucifix,
in
her death
hand the
In the other the sword.
His life, full
of significance, Is the true beginning
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
of her eventful history."
.

GENERAL THOMAS
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w.aoid

Change in My Original
Plans," Writes Distinguished
Officer to Secretary of

"No

jmfAjr

--

in'frbnt

Tt F.sn.w
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Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

FRESH SHELLED PECANS,

To-roP- tu

'

onor-mou-

d.

J'w'oy- -

'
,

. Is

ihni. hti. unrtersr,,lilln'

We succeeded in getting

IF
1 1 00

I.

.11 tt
e' 11.15 OifoVila at
Twenty per eent illaniunt oa all men's and
lws aulla.
i
Twenty per rent dlarount on all men's and
buya' Iruuaere,
Vi
Itlg lul of men's eample alilrta at....
St
Mea'a 60u underalilrta, Ilk ftnlali, at

Hi

GASH BUYERS'

ta
M

it
4

M

Ullioii

m

'

Wi.

I'M N. Seoood

DOI.DE,

tt.

Proprietor. '
Albu4U.rqo.

an-

mented Crepe Paper, which we
will sell this week

that

at a price

will pay anyone who

ex-

pects to have use for anything
of

months, to buy it now.

You

may ask anyone that sells

'

Crepe Paper and they will tell
you that They Pay More for it

than we sell it for this week.
The plain is sold the world over

at 10c the roll.

Our

iI

Eoys' Elastic web Suspenders, linen sewed, reinforced back, russet leather trimmings, the pair.. Hie
Boys' Corded Klanle web Suspenders In three eolios, leather back, fancy braid 'ends, nickel slide
tfto
buckles, the pair
Hoys' Utile (Hunt Suspenders.
Prosa hack, lit
inch web, woven corded pattern, russet leather
trimmings, wire buckle, extra strong, Ihe pair 2 be
Hoys' Kngllsh Usle web Suspenders, cross back,
printed fancy figures In olive, lavender and pink,
gilt slides, wlih cnsl off. leather trimming to match
web, a very pretty suspender, the pair
tie

5c

The ornamented is sold regular
Our special price fof

Boys' Shirts

This Week Only, 15c, or two
rolls for

!;

Boys' Suspenders

price for This Week Only,

at 25c.

RSecond

Misses' full seamless fast black hose, fine ribhed.
all sizes from i to
This Is a good serviceable
hose, and the way coiton goods are going up In
I tie
price these are very cheap at. the pair
Heavy fast black seamless hose., double knee, fino
rib. a good, strong hose, suitable for either hoys
I.V
or alt'ls. Sizes i to
the .'air
Misses' line ribbed black seumlcss hose, mercerized
Mulsh, looks equal to silk, suitable for gills. Ir.
This Is a very pretty and
plnln ribbed or luce.
good wearing hose. Sizes tl to
the pair. .,.?&
The tllanl. youth's extra heavy seamless fust black,
corduroy ribbed, no heavier or stronger hose made.
Sold at a considerably higher price by others.
ÜAe
Sizes 7 to HI. the pair

special

the roll

205
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Stockings for Boys and Girls

the kind in the next six

Our Una of Boys' Shlrls, made of Chumbray, Cheviots. Percales, Sateens, and Madras. In light and
duck colors, with or without collars, are first class
at our price,
values, and cannot he duplicated
.fine
each

25c

BOATMGiT,

'

Phone
1013.

í

';

BOYS' PATENT STILTS GIVEN AWAY WITH

$10 WORTH

O

Grocery Co.,

aaj"

OF BOYS' MERCHANDISE.

MUÍ

On Dutchess Woolen Trousers
"YOU MAY BUY A PAIR OF DUTCHESS

VOl! WANT

AND WEAR THEM TWO MONTHS

'

A

.

WOOL

TROUSERS

FOR EVERY

SUSPEN-DE-

2
R

BUTTON THAT COMES OFF WE WILL PAY .YOU TEN

Fountain
Pen
That nrlte
(loii'l
buy

leu

CENTS. IF YOU RIP THEM IN THE SEAT OR ELSEWHERE
WE WILL PAY YOU ONE DOLLAR OR GIVE YOU A NEW
lO

smooth and eny ami
nor mill jour lingers,

Groceries Parker
U
to

W. Central Ave.

Boys' Shirt Waists

other snap in plain and orna-

rli-m-

l W

117

Roys' AVnlsts. made of fhamhrays. Cheviots. Percales and Sateens, In Indigo blues, reds, greys, and
white. Willi neal stripes, checks and figures, pleated
fronts, 'shaped armholes. one pocket, aome hava
the detachable belt, ull ages from 3 to 13 years.
This line of waists cannot be duplicated in Albuquerque for less than 3ic. our price la. earn.. tile
Hoys' Waists In plain white and plain black, also
white ground Willi assorted colored figures and
stripes, faced sleeve, fine pearl huilona, detachable
belt, mude first class throughout.
All sizes from
4
...
to II years, each
Silt
Hoys' White Fauiitleroy Waists, made of flue white
lawn, front with double rufrif of embroidery, deep
collar and turn back cuffs .with ruffle to match,
draw string, pearl buttons. Sizes 3 to 8 years,
each
60e

ONLY

About 50 pairs of Indira' oiforda, la
,
while, tun and black former
1.25, $1.50, and fTOOj to go at, per
nxlr
All rhlldrrn'a etforda, one tlilrj off.
t
Mm a li.1t Otforil
Ml Oifnrda at
Men's

BLUE FRONT.

:M.ii,iiveílti,Viiu

rgarlli

an

m

E

...

filled promptly and accurately of
to yur bouse hi 'a Hurry,

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

i'

Phone 80.

nd waliti, Is now koIuk on at tht
All remaining- - aum-mo- r
Wuynrs' Union.
ft cuat.
(ciuila mint ! auld,

(land Package CuiTee, per pound
a. singular appropriateness
.
There
Java, per peund . . j. . . .
In ihe reservation of this land h.i b SSe Morba and
memorial, for Ihe Temngiiml country Good quality canned aearhaa, (ranea,
pluma and greea gagea, per (an. .
the oldest In tho World. This I"
speaking literally, and In a geological Tie quality tea, per pound
limeense.
The granite prd '.he
pound
gray to quality tea, per '.
stone of Its southern lakes-werHeat eyrun, par gallon
the
before
vears
of
millions
with
tableland of .Colorado and Wyoming Walter Haker'a Curo
y
er- heaved Itself up Into the ltocky moun- 11 pounda auftar, with a grm-er-

tains or the little Island, that today
i Cincinnati, lifted Its head above the
waters of the then Inland sen. Ho old
repton that no
fire the. tocks. ofn- this
... r.,itiK
i muni!ti inn ttfn
iwi.i.'t in
irHco
1
thm, and U Im only Intothetho north,
tí 4Uyuiíl"N íormHUon

aaVgigaBr

ins,

i

307 "W. Central Ave.

klru

Ch

Whenever yon want your Prescription

JUST IN

sl

clothlnc,

aiafcal

Boys' School Suits

B.

Temls-knmln-

Of

a

Misses' Vlrl Kid, foxed polish, mat calf top, patent
Ie.ath.er tlu.. .
d"UPlii..s.ile, extension edge, fair
stitched, short buck amy, ull solid,
heel.
Sizes 6 to s. the pair
gl.lij
Sizes (IV, to 12, the pair
.:tji
Sizes 12ia to 2,' Ihe pair
.au
Misses' Kino Vkl Kid Shoes, low heel, patent
leather heel lix. eyelet stay and tip, all solid.
This la a very pretly lo,e, and will weur well.
Sizes S2 to li, the pair
l.r,
Sizes U'i,2 to 2. the pair
,jc
Misses' Vlcl Kid Oxford Shoes, rrlnce Henry Illucher, mat calf from, perforated vamp, pump sole,
low heel, patent tip, wide lace, medium eyelets.
Sizes 8
to, 12, the pair
II.
Sizes 12',, to 2, the pair
.su
Misses' Box Calf Shoes, fox polish, dull kid lop,
short back stay, low heel, exienslon edges. This
Is the shoe for wear, fcizes 2
to 5. the pair ; INI

WALNUTS AND ALMONDS,

The Monarch

Sale

.

JaaHU

Girls' School Shoes

Fever and Hummer Culila.
of hay fevor will experience exeat
, Victima
benefit by taking Kolay'a Honey ami Tar. a.
It atnpa difficult hreathlng Immediately and
heala the Inflamed air pasaagea. and avn
If It ahoulct full to cure you It will give Intrant relief. The genuine la In a yellow
package.
J. H. O'ltlelly Co., drugglata.

I

ba

5,

hotel tomorrov afternoon and
will be open for visitors who are invited to walk through the Interior o"
the car and learn Just what sort of
material is to be distributed over the
earth In the interest of the very biggest fair.
f

TS

gatMÉ

a

Boys' School Shoes

The advertising car for the twenty-sevent- h
annual territorial fair will
leave Albuquerque onTuesdaymornlni?
on No. 7. en route to Ash Fork, Ari..,
in charge. of C. H. Webster, official
advertising ngent for the fair. Charlea
Chaffee and Joseph Hrynn will accompany Mr. Webster on his trip.
The car Is now In the Santa Fe
shops here being made ready for Its
journey through New Mexico. Arizona,
Colorado, Texas and Utah. Flags and
bunting and placards advertising the
fair are being attached to the car.
The advertising car will be switched
k

CaJl Up Telephone 789

r
IRACEC

;

Boys Kangaroo i'ulf Slmea, cap toei heavy ;t
double sole, aewe.l and screwed, nniural oak soles,
A
extension edges.
good, clurablu shoe, and will
slund roucjh wear, sizes 13 to
per pair. . . 175
Sizes 2 y., to Wft, Ihe pair
t.Wt
Uoys' VIM Kid Shoes, l'rlm-Henry blueher style,
calf top, new cap toe last, ull solid leuther extension edge. This Is a neal. dressy shoe, uud one
that, will give god wenr. Sizes 9 to 13. pair, .1.75
Sizes 1,1
In !, per pair
.'
Sizes 2tj to
Hie pair
$'i.55
Hoys' Low t'ul Shoes, Dongolci Illucher, Oxford
l'oluy last, light , double sole, all solid, ut Cuba
to 11, the pair
heel. Sizes
11.09
Sizes 13 '4 U 2, Ihe pair
g.;u
Sizes 2
to 5V.'. the pair
I.K5
Utile lient's fhoes, box and satin calf, I'erslan
Kid tops, medium Inst iin.l cap toe, low heel. Sizes
I" 13 Vj. the pair
I.H5

FAIR CAIt TO I.K.WK

fhe'slife' trac

aWaSI

r

t
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D.-nv-
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POULTRY NETTING,

GARDEN HOSE.

If you want DIU'US and MKMCINKS aent up

Denver and Ixm Andele.

Our spore will not permit us to deaerll8 aeparately
each style nf Buys' Suits Hint we early. If yu
need anything in Hint line. It will pay ynu to l"k
i.ur aliick over before buying, na we enn nave' ymi
money un tilla class uf gooils. Tlie line consists of
Suits In cussimeres, hard and soft lliiiahed
Worsteds, colors, liyeillum and dark greys, brown
mixed, grey ami liluk stripes arol plalils, nay
blue, alt wool Serge, etc. I'oats maile In alible or
double breasted, sizes from 3 to 16 years
I'rlivs,
m, mino, t.uu,
3.ao,
5.00 and
.
MI.UO per Suit.
We hae a good line of Knee Parts f,,r boys. In
doth, similar to the above suits, m'Mc, otic, HOc,
;Rc, 8.1r and 1 1. (XI Ihe I'ulr.
Ages from 3 to 111
years.
,

"There is no ohange in my original
plans," writes Hrigadler General K. T).
Thomas, commander of the department of the Colorado, United States
army, to Secretary Stamm, of the territorial fair.
General Thomas says that as fa .is
he can see at present there will be
nothing to interfere with his trip to
the city in October to attend tlva big
Coronado commemorative "invention,
which occurs iii this city during 'air
week. General Thomas' prese ice w II
be one of the most Important faf.ir s
of tile unique gathering whlci will
celebrate the
of the
southeast by the warriors of Spain.
The general expects to Jeave
October . and be in this city the following night. He writes that ore of
his uides who expected to acooMp my
him Is ill' in San Francisco, and will
be unable to bo present with the rest
of the eeneral's staff.

ron its ticip

f

fx

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

.

THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.

CAREFULLY FILLED.
K FOX. Secretary and Manager.

'

Enamelware,

Cutlery,

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

MAIL ORDERS

Big Cut Price

11

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

Tlie BiiNteAt Drnu Store Between

H.

lUiJiUV

Between R. R. and Copper Jives.

Hardware,

Shelf

J. H. O'RIE LLY COMPANY

0

mm

1

IIS and 117 North First Street

tó03

m-a-

lu-u-

123

RUPPE

!

fowl.

The small mouthed bass arc very
gamey and some of the lake trout
have been known to run as high us
fortv to fifty pounds. In fact, the
land is a veritable sportsman's paradise, maintained by the government
for the benefit of tho few who know
of 'It. The number of these Is growing, and eventually the place will become crowded each season, but as It Is
yet It Is as wild us the hunter's heart
could desire.
To the south and west the caue If
different. The gradual extinction of
the game In some parts of the ltocky
mountains and the reckless fishing of
the trout streams has led some of the

25, 1907.
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WIUTTKX
;l'Alt.XTi:K with every ien. We
lime them In II hiun mid all
itlve

you

',

$1.75, $2,50, $3,00, $3,50 and $4,00

L Washburn

Lucky
Curve
We

Cnt.Wy1.00

PAIR.
.

the

w

Home of the Dutchess in Albuquerque.

ha

prlccM.
1
'i

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY

tS

H'KMT CKNTRAI.
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Strenuous

LifeBright,

Boy Finds Work

AmMious

'

i

.

J(

j

K

l-

-

-

a

vV-

( i
"A1)JTS OK CO.MI'AN

TRAINING DOES NOT NECESSARILY
MEAN GRADUATE SHALL BE A SOLDIER
a matter or great Importance
Hie education or a boy.
All this be learns, not because
u
Dillul lint li.muiiuu lw. t

..,,,

with tin j.ropir parental spirit. Is for
his children.
It l for thim he lulls
it In fur I hi' in hi- - lli--s awake at iiiKht
and jilunx; It is In thi-that hi' tin- IrM i'.l ho)f.
Still, many urerrt. forget that tlu
very hem 'rioxsllile they tan do for
their rhlldrtn iii to edurflle them.
"Give your boy an education. See
tlut he Is trained, menially, morally
and (ihynli'ally. fee that he in traind
in poise and
ed In
to co'ie with the world."
'fhen let him ''blast- his own trail."
Hortever, yuu muat I list do your duty
by
that he Jr pared to "stand
his ground" hkuIiihI all opposition, by
mind In
sound,
havtnv
e,

-

1

well-train-

av

mutt-

SETTLE NEAR

- ""

T

t

KNAP NIIOT OF CAI KTH AT THE lNtiTlTITK.

from the enjoyment of privileges, and respect to their health and physical
that h pays to keep up pood class development. They are required to Wilbur Glenn Voliva and Party
work. They also realize that unless study hard, drill hard, play well, obey
they do good work In their classes, they orders and always
of Zionites Arrive in Meadow
to act as manly
will be dropped rrom the rolls und soldiers ana gentlemen.
They'
have
not permitted to return the next ses
City to Choose Site for Setnine hours of recular sleen. 'and nn
sion.
of plain, nourishing food.
J abundance
The briirlit. ambitious nml
tlement,
boy finds the life pleasant; the stuSTANDS V.MQl'K AMONO
pid,
lazy
boy finds the grind very tireKIU'CATIOXAl. INSTHTTIOXS
Although the New Mexico Military some, and us ui general'' thing, per- DENIES HE HaTbEEN.
suades
his
parents to place him In a "
d
Institute is ,the only
It school where work Is requested but
school In the southwest,
DEPOSED AS LEADER
forced, where the afternoon hours
stands unique anions all of the educa- not
tional institutions, In that it is rorced may he spent in loitering about town
each year to refuse admissions to Instead of doing manly duty on the
military parade grounds.
Indiana and Ohio 'Home-seeker-

hlgh-prlee-

"
""""''4íM Í """" "

rilit" Hut I ncoiivlnced.
Kansas City matron who visited
In southern Alabama last winter, told
a number of children
there about
snow, which they had never seen, says
the Washington Herald. They were
much Interested, but when she had
Untuned one 'little fellow said:
"Mis, Frowning,
can't (julte be-

in

"V-

if,

-

I

''

f

1

that."
.Next morning, a caller was announced lor Mr. Browning, and she
found doubting Tommy awaiting, his
cap In hand. Hv said':
"Mrs. Urowning, mother,ays It was
lieve

ÍL

:

w

li'l.lM

le

Mesa Lands
Something
About Bumper Crops.
C'iri'espiii,lrni'e MuruluK Journal. 1
Vegas, Aug. 3. Wilbur (ileim
Voliva und a parly of the faithful of
Zion, including Deacon
I'eteiv) and
Deacon Foieliy, are in La Vc.ras to
look over the "i.iiimi ai re tract fifteen
miles cas; of the city, purchased some
SiMvlnl
I.a.--i

V

A. AT MII

ITAld

t.Mi

1

1't'TK IN

Fl'l.l,

These will not all be farmers, although all of the lands bought will be
farmed. It Is proposed to introduce
some form of manufacture, possibly a
sugar beet factory. It is not intended
to establish stores, at least in the in- rfnncy of the colony.
Mr. Voliva denies that he has been
deposed as the leader in Zion. The decision of the court removing him from
control of the ion property, does not,
lie affirms, in anv way interfere with
the loyalty of the people to him. A
great many or the colonists who came
to ZWn invested considerable sums- of
money in the factories and other yi.
terprises. Through the sale of the
Zion property those who desire are to
have' the opportunity of recovering a
share of the money invested. Hut few,'
if any, of the colonists, intend to forsake the faith. Many of thojie who
realize on their Zion investments will
Invest In the lands of the Las Vegas
grant adjacent to those already acquired by the colony.
Overseer Voliva is to preach nt the
opera house here Sunday.
The Zionists are not the onlv Investors In the city at present. A party
of Indianlans, reinforced by six men
who arrived last night, have established the town of Mishawaka, named
after Mishawaka, Ind. The town, lies
about fourteen miles east or the city.
The town company owns two townships and the town Is located almost
In the center.
A nümher ot sections
have already been sold to Individuals,
and several town lots have been
taken.
A third
part of land buyers, all
from Ohio, led by a. D. Wvscarver. of
Quaker City, are xiiionnc t!- mesa
For the" past week it has rained everv
day and the agricultural
condition's
have never been more pioiiHslng.
Many of the farmers who bought land
in the spring and early summer were
necessarily, late In beginning farm op- -

.
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Also Plan Colonies

A

)1

: "it!

LAS VEGAS

b.XiiVrtiLiiiinli.Jmiii:

he

..,.,. lnat
tuli,.u
keen pride and joy in It.
The cadet almost unconsciously rails
Into the routine and the wholesome
enjoyment provided, and not one who
has- - been graduated rrom the
Militaiy Institute has anything
but the most sincere words or praise
ror the helpful and valuable lessons
learned at the institute during their
cadet days.
If the parent could only vljdt the
New
M.lllary institute when
work Is In progress, he would
seo
bcttH,' t'iHii any words e.ui tell what
lii'-il
an
training It gives to Its cadets,
and what an Ideal locution " huí.

pre-paie-

t.e-ln- g

i

10

FAITHFUL

in

h'

,'tTí

."ifn-.íiTT'- i'!

and Manly

ers,

11

-l

2.0G0

..
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"

'

at School Pleasant and Wholesome.

Morning Journal.)
(ftaevlitl f r ruauBdeai
, ItKHM'ell,
SI.. Aug. --'2
AlliT u
iriM
f.'u hi'K ful ly, hi inlnclpul amlii- r
lion, If he lie ti fiilfii-- arid Iniliiinl

'

'

A

Splendid Institution in the Beautiful Pecos Valley Offers
Great Opportunity for Systematic. Preparation for the
Work of

"

'

'

-

i OA TifiOYi

What the Ne Mexico
Military Institute Do es
for the Young cMen
A

"
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OKKSS I'MFORM.

samples of alfalfa, oats and "Wheat
grown on his mesa farm without' irrigation. Several eastern farmers who
looked at the oats today estimated
that they would yield IU0 bushels to
the acre. These oats were planted
1n June and as the season was, so far
advanced the so was nut plowed, but
simply turned up with a disc. harrow-- .
Mr. Helden, however,' Iri the iriatter'of
frequent cultivation, has followed the
Campbell system more nearly than
any other farmer, and next year ex- pects to follow It religiously, beginning-with
the . preparation
of the
, ,
ground this fall
,
.
Breeding Thoroughbreds.
The Uev. K. A- - Morley, who some
ago
bought the - fine Phoenix
time
ranch near Watrous, has decided to
add to his real estate business that of
raising fine horses. He has purchased from II. H. Sturgeon, of Kansas City, one of the finest and most
highly pedigreed English atalllona ever
brought to this country and from J.
seventy- fine brood
D. Handabout-mares, which Mr. Hand purchased
'
with the Goverrtor Hadley ranch
some time ago. Mr. Morleyhas
over a hundred prime
Mr. Morley haa gold two sections of the Phoenix ranch .to small
buyers, and he has sold th major
portion of the 15,000 acre Hart ranch.
ImiHirtant (irant Cases.
Arguments were heard today before
Chier Justice Mills, in the case of
Priest and Benjamin vs. the Las Vegas
grant trustees, Involving title to about
2.000 acres of land on the grant for
which title has been quieted in court.
The case Is important as It will be. a
test as to whether a title quieted in
court Is good against the Las Vegas
grant. If the action were brought previous to the Issuance of thp patent
and the appointment of the board .of
trustees. The trustees contend .that
in all that class of caes,; the service,
which was by publication and agtiliist
the unknown owners, was bad, , that
the real owners of the land ever aidco
the confirmatory act of 1863, was 1,be
town of i.as Vegas, apd that the rpal
party at Interest had never .had Ita day'
in court. The case will go Xo the supreme court n' the' rnliert -'- St,rites,
along with the companion case, that
of Hayward vs. the board of trustees,
which will decide whether or not the
territorial statute of lijultal ions i;tin
against the gn.nt. The two classes of
cases involve Ihe tilín to many thousand acres of grant land1.
,:,
1

,

-

d

Here--fords-

fc

many applicants on account of limitstrong, uctive body. Kvery l.oy is
re to come, what would ed (iiarters. Kor the past three yi ars
li
ou
enililed to a fair start and a flihiing
the school has been full to overflowihaipe In ihc great bin tie of lile, and
ing from the second day of he openil Is the naieiil' duty to help til
i
i il i i. i.ticAi lox- - ix
ing of the session.
It has cadets from
cham-csnet this Marl add hold Ins
l A.Mois fixos v.M.i.i:y
ull parta of Hie territory and is In no
'
'
ClilM SlrttcU liy Train.
J'au vim afford to let y.iiir boy
In the rained Valley or n sped n local school for lioswell or
v.
"(h
drift through his mo.-- t ciitic.il and heTli"l'e.lo.aMon
'' n Following some older pluyntates to
Last sesos, c.iiinoi be su I'passcd. I'ure even for the I'ecos valley.
pool ot water near thu tracks of
f.u.it epl ible years without
systetii.il
sion as. many cadets were enrolled
Ii inking w ater,froi:i
irie.ijri welt
the St. Louis, itocliy Mountain and
i.t
und llii.luij,;li .i
lor the h.ud spouting from
from Alyiiiiui'tinie and from Hanta Fe
a depth of three bun
Pacific railroad at the end of South
battle he must, of necessity, fihl In liid I. et
entire I'ecos valley, the
nine and free iu ,l"""
Second street lute Mumluy afternoon.
Wit r : ei,rs '.'
Iron gi rms. Heautilul lawns set to "ecuon IHoi country in wtttcn uie in
Just as the passenger train for Citille the Institute
gri ss ana iiutnireils or tn s, ten larae KU""
'"'H'ii.
marron wus about due, Utile Cqllior,
Ml hi' I.KAKX I II i"S
loyally Hlllporled by the people of
a
iiiiiiiiiugs iioiteit ate ni
of) son of
beautiful t
the
w
It
In
Is
It
hich
section
""'
I.KSMixi
MOST IMItMM AXT
located.
cnmiitix. ard all clean and In perfect
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Collier, of 816 South
lidmit
local
to
day
refuse
sluileiits.
coiidl'lon.
.Second street, wandered oh to the
A boy must be drilled h.lo the imHierefoie. In no sense a local
no doubt, hear the bugle
truck as the train came thundering
portant iei.iin of !iie, be must be callYou.uníwould,
re. l the bracing military .it- - niXh school ftlioswell.
along
and was struck by the locomooí-to piaitiiM lb. in p.iticmly and: iiU'Spliere.
The sir.ili'hl and graceful
tive and knocked down an embankThe faculty is composed entirely of
ment, says the Hatoli liange,
'men. Ten officers, or
Lirefully until he knows and acts young cadets, wild their firm, br isk college-bre- d
The child sustained n painful acalp
iIihiii by mere force .d habit. If he w ilk. manly air and courteous salute professors, as thev are called in most
wound.
what a splenThe train was stopped Imschools, are constantly on duty at the
I. 'II to get this drill.
ben he Is a iil in. ike von
.
mediately, the boy picked up und thd,
New Mexico .Military institute.' These
he Kill have to tt lit him-ci- f
into did training the bos are enlovlii-;bi.
Vou
train returned to this city, where a'
will see how boys are
It .lelore lie tun be suit
orflcers nre all graduates from the
as a
physician was quickly summoned, the
led to I :i Into line with the very lies! northern and eastern col- nun. Thlii dillllng into Industrious,
wounds of the little one attended to
siiuly
life
of
discipline
and
leges
iiicrily habits, sound character
and habits
and are men of exoerlence in
i
.nd.
t
and he was then removed to the horn
self. reliant . tul 'rqulpmeiit for bul- - which will prove or value In later life. .their particular work. They devote
of Ids parents.
The Injuries are not
i
l.r?H life 4 what
being III lolll- - The i liant es are that when you their entire lime to the cadets, assistL, ,'
serious.
come, vou will find everything unlet ing them In tin- - class room, on the
jdlHhrd at New .Mexlm's Milhaiv'
,
VMM.
l
and busy, and cadets Irud at work in Hthlrtlc field; instruct them in mili- Kvery
Mt.W Of MKMM 11 A I.I. AM) UWII'MM AT Nfc,W MKXIt'O MIMTAKV 1XI
ropy i.f every luaue at tlia Morning
'
lit TK.
The majority uf dclunds. esieelally their class looms, and only the huglH tary drill and aarrison duty, and see
.binriiiil ahimlil lie a aalaataan for you.
classes to show much rr. that they do the required study tit
Ihufe endouvil by flther state or indi- - cali
night. The officers have an, oversight very wrong, for me to say what I did time ago by the Zionists, an to nego-tlat- e eratlons. The late ruins Insure
vidoals. offer 4 thorough ami coiiiiie- - thlty.
Vou will find that the New Mexico of the cadets twenty-fou- r
henslve lourse of study. The class
hours every yesterday, so I'm 'sorry and want lo
for the purchase of additional quite as abundant crops as those,them
who
ingenHut." he added
It Is by constant, regular dally apologize.
day.
room Instructor are Hboiit the same Military Institute holds up an exceplands. It has been definitely deter- commenced earlier have obtained.
The
In all
schools, so that tionally high standard of study, und work that good risultsare acconi- - iously, "I don't believe It yet."
mined to establish a Zion colony on corn Is a' bumper crop and the wheat
the grant lands near this city, úver-see- r nnd oats have yielded prodigiously.
the student, tho It.. ludeiit. of whom that not much shirking is done. Hoys pllshed.
MORMXn JtH'RNAI, WANT AOS
Kopreaontlng Maugar
At the New Mexico Military InstiVoliva estimates: that' there will
ther are few among boys- utu'er soon f n.1 out. that unless they liijve
Anery. Buatua
100 Itusliels to the Acre,
HKINCi K KM) I. Ta
"
they uie deprived tute the cadets are looked after with
twenty yeniH of age, need "have no good
lie 2,000 colonists here with a year.
(Willi Raaba'A Mauaar.)
X. . Helden today brought In some
ling n suitable school.
III Nxrlfi Kircl 8t
rouble in
.thuuiiaraiié. M. M.'
Hut the mujoilly uf Imys need tr.iia-Iti- g
eiually an ineili. If not more, out
of the class room na they do in it.
The military school, which nre
each year growing n favor in this
country, uffer the tuilulion
to the
problem which Confronts the Interambition))
parent.
and
ested
j
It Is now an , u kllowledged fart
I V.aaaaa - I
that, a mllltry academy of the right
nayJ
ni i
tori offers g wonderful solution of all
the difficulties which confront the
pmerit In the preparation of his boy,
and an Invaluable lialnlng for any
kind or pumult In life. Ky no means:
rioea this mlillury training make a
prufesulorial iilOier out of a boy.
Ninety-nin- e
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
per cent of the cadets
OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE
N M is
who Hend tli .New Mexico Military
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LlfJES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM-LEAD- ING
EAST AND WEST FROM GALVESTON ANtf CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO
Instílate follow bunlne; iioweer, a
ILOS ANGELES,
ANO
few hav recelvnd tommlsslon In the
tHE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO. TEXAS. AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
govellinienl
military nervtce und are
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Military lilslitute
Th New
by the t'nited
han been raeognUed
hi a ten war department mm one of the
leading military ,chools in the United
IIIOII

Ml'o

llhi
tlinra byariÁy offleirs,
Hlle

-

Oeen

lio-p-

70-fo- ot

IcJ Jhree

V

in the past
eighteen HVitirhi, all of w imin xuliinlt-t- 4
flattering reporta, not only In regard to Ita mill tnry wurk und truln-- !
Ing, but ita thorough academic wmrk
a wall.
While the New Mr Ico Military In-- 1
tiluta la not n cheap school, and In
tiila respect It illffeia from ull of the
other ai'hooli nf IIih aonthwest. It given!
valua received and offera a training
wh.ch cannot be obtained an where
elae In till auction or the weal.
Il

rnroll, men )ear,

young gentle-- '
man who ara gKen eery ndvuntage
lo ba had at ntlier at hooln besides a'
thorough training a a aoldlrr, a gen-tlanian and a manly man. Kvery mo- nranl of lima la herr occupied; there
regular honra for atudy, for!
, hoitig
alavp and for recreation.
drill,
At
I hi
chool tha cadet W arna Implicit
(i ill iup, '
appth iton,
ji
.inr l' nnihii inif iafK ierotf
t .m ij,"
ii i ar afiolhar, and
t,i II,ifVirt!irrjiii;re),1eurn'4 bo.
cui.iiol liliiiaelf ftnJ (a rutnmanj ot li
1
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Are the owners of the Belen Townee, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues. rlrhVln tho h.rfri
Clty .aJílíl dectlyupon the.banta Fe Radway Deoot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading :ts
Knt,eí-AJS800 feet wide and a milong (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House' rol-nf- i
VJrd
'
vuai '
.
.
chutes, water tanks, machine shÓDsVetc.
- v THE CITY OF BELEN has a population oMDOD, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity. wlnerv'Vtr ' it t
largest shipping point for floor, wool, wheat, wne, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south,
!h
east and vW
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass
bViph-tthroueh
Wcago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $16,000 public school
house, two churches
a
cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc., It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots offered are low In prices and terms easy. On hlrrf'n 1 n. r.
chase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given
'
'
" ' ?'
Come early If you wish to secure the choice lots. For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
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The ..Belen Towa and Invprovemeat Company
JO!lWlÉCKE'R. rreffdent

im.

Mt

VETGEIt, Secretary
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.ic'cpQcnnwiil tv thp hannpr .fall The. crreatest season lor finery that has ever been experienced. Never before M
'
fcñ wprP thp ctvW
Never before has there been such a variety of fine merchandise. . The colorings are un- - fl
cmnri
jlj usually beautiful; the trimmings harmonize so perfectly. No expense has been spared in the manufacture of high
in every- - gJ
class garments. Our ready made goods department for ladies is crowded with the new effects. The latest

fj

:

No old shopworn jobs, but everything that is up to- date and good. It is our aim to have the best suit and jg
jft cloak, department of the great southwest, therefore everything is the finest available for the moderate low prices we
fjcj ask. We strive to give you the advantage of securing the same styles and quality in our city which you will find m
'
:Yn
$1 in larger and greater cities.
m
Exclusive agents for W. & B. corsets, R. & G. corsets, tfuttericK Patterns, uenremen gioves, uorouiy iuuu
PR
rli
jj Shoes, Pihgree made shoes for ladies.

81 thing.

jj

Trimmed Hats

The fall season lias opened with the finest and
most beautiful styles ever known to the public. We
have the best assortment of imported pattern hats
to be shown. The most popular styles from Taris arel
New York. Prices moderate to an extreme.

ONK LOT

01- -

LACKS, WORTH

UP TO

:tr

Made
trimeffective
and
with
artistic
in pretty designs
mings. W'e also have a large line of silk waists in

be the most popular dressy waists this season.
A'i

PER YARD

m

all colors.'

' '

'

-

rvrirr3r'rsj rm'j v

'

II

w

Our 'assortment of the new lace waists is Complete, consisting of black, white and ecru. These will

1

CENTS PER YARD, OX SALI- THIS WEEK
-

l

I

Lace Waists

Bargain Square
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All of a sudden
he got him an outfit and might have something to do with It.y ble thing happened.
the burro seemed to come to his senses
In the street the ticker talks more of Chinatown, "nuttln In tie king line
on his own hook It was unserved that Wolfstone
prospecting
to
went
loudly and eloquently than can any kin faze us now."
stood at one side of the table and to realize not only what had been
Somewhere far out in the mountains
financier or politician and the ticker
and that he done, but how It had been done. H
An indication of the progress that
he located a claim and worked It all opposite his masetr,
has told a story of something like a
as looked straight at each one of tho contoward deservalono for several years. I said alone, watched tho game, apparently with
billion dollars cut from the value of New York Is making city
understanding of its spirators for a moment In turn, then,
that never
HtockH within the past few weeks. Not ing the title of "the
he was not entirely so. He had thorough an
but
'
by Postmaster
Is afforded
companion, the burro, points as any other spectator. It was wheeling swiftly, he threw out his
d
all of this Is "paper loss" by any sleeps,"
a
MASTER-BEA- T
heels and one of the men went over
that
a
peculiar
had
means, as thousands of operators who (leneral Meyer's announcement
observed
It
he
that
to
also
attached
much
as
became
he
and
an evening deand behind the bar; a moment later
have been forced to close out lines he intends to Introduce
as he had ever beon to his old hut. way of wagging his ears at such
livery of mall at 8 p. m., in the resiand the second volley sent the second
obthat they had been carrying at from dential
study
close
the
to
limen,
and
after
talked
brother;
Ho treated It like a
The
section of Manhattan.
man up against the rear wall with
ten to forty points below tho prices
(dart-lin- g
It, swore to It, but never servers reached the conclusion,
are
sang
to
the
action
given
reasons
for
It.
this
can
purchased
were
they
at which
the
crunch of broken bones, and as tho
was,
knew
It
Wolfstone
as
of
that
ON BRAINS
struck It. To relieve his loneliness he
testify. After every slump there have necessity for lightening the burdenalso
third attempted to reach the door
gave It un education, and such an ed- - the cards and signaled his opponents' Wolfstone caught
that the the early morning deliveriesa and
been numerous predictions
him on the fly and
- ... .....i i... hands to Paddy. For Instance, they
letter in
trouble Was over, but each succeeding to make it possible to sendanswer
uiatlon as no ourro ever
sent him spinning througn tha winthe
and receive ah
drew
burro
the
thing
when
a
such
that
decline has been worse than the one the city
found
was
ever
there
fore. If
dow, carrying out sash, glass an all.
are fairly
before, and the "Roosevelt panic" of same day. New to Yorkers night
I
lUn as a burro college, Wolfstone, as he down both ears In front twice in sue Then the burro kicked the tablea and
l"
bank, ri
r
the all
August has far outstripped the "silent well accustomed
player
Ul
It
out
the
that
lUlt;
turned
chancellor,
cession
for
me
UIU:ra,(i
OenSailOncU
woun be Its
panic" of March in its shattering of tho all night court, all night law of
When he chairs to pieces, Jumped through tho
by him held two pairs.
dental esdoor and went tearing down tha street
prices. In spite of the tempting quo- fices and barber shops and can
Toper
Was
a
That
Beast
receive
threw down one ear three times one like a Kentucky thoroughbred.
When they
1
tations which the stock sheets hold tablishments.at any
No
of the twenty-fou- r
a kind.
hour
mall
their
of
three
of
to
decline
still
Investors
them,
before
body ever saw Wolfstone again, and
the One That Knew the Poker
there will tie small reason for goappeared Paddy, broken-hearteears
scramble for bargains in railway
back
"Throwing
both
went to the
Manhattan.
shares or Industrials. The situation ing to. bed at all
,Hlk lf 11 Wltn,efl "
to be tho sign for a full house, and dogs,"
Game,
.
.
has been described as r carie of
no a straight flush was a forward andi
Kattn, says ne, an lamm
"nerves," but it mote nearly resemMURDER
D
trick at all, at all, I be thinkin It's back.
bles nervous prostration so far as the
(St. Louis
"It was at Credo, I believe, that ANOTHER BIG MINING SUIT
kapln' yrtir mouth Hbut when ye nay
leaders of speculation are concerned.
DONE NEAR NOGALES
being
discovery was made, and three of
ranges
are
this
things thet takes slnse.'
"The big cattle
IN YUMA COUNTY
The telegraphers' strike has served
Paddy'a
victims who had made the
mak-'
fast
mighty
ways
of
farms
had
little
up
Into
"And Woirslone
cut
of
Pollutio
With
Charged
rapidly
to
conspiracy
how
City,
to show New Yorkers
Ignacio Unix mid Other Take Life of
man ing his wants known .that answered discovery entered Into a
luno l lores
of Viiarrcl now," remarkedwas thepassing across the all tho purpose oí e pooch, ' He used get even. Wolfstone had become by Plaintiff Asks to Heoovw $35,000 Althey have progressed In the matter of
to
Have
May
train
as
River,
the
Hudson
er a Woniuu Killing Wiw
leged Commission Due Him íor Salo
communication. Ten years ago the
In mo- this time a confirmed lusher. He had
plains nf Western Texas. "You can his voice seldom, and only ordinary
riilw'ratc.
to have his bottlo as regularly as
telegraphic
of
North Mar Group of Claims.
Docommunlca
For
of
suspension
a
Million
enthusiasm.
of
Forty-fourand
ments
cornfield
a
of
get a glimpse
Pay
himself, and the conspirators
every few miles, communication his ears were hla fa- Paddyadvantage
Hon would have been of vast Incon
home
comfortable
for
his
apeptlte
of
Juan Flores, a Mexican miner, havbut on took
venience to the city. At the present
llars Damages.
.
Yuma county, Arizona, has another
but I can remember the time and It vorite medium of expression, eyes,
time, even If the strike had been Suc- ing many friends in this city, was the was
his strong drlnlc to the undoing of his
his
spoke
with
ago,
s
he
at
years
that
few
a
onlv
of, big mining
law suit, which gives
on
gallon
got
murder
a
about
master.
They
cessful to the point of stopping all victim of u
feet,
camp .when the man with the hoe was about tall and occasionally with his many the cheapest stuff they could buy, promise of overshadowing In Imporwould have Monday night at Washington
difficulty
telegrams,
the
Paddy taught him to do a great
colFAILED TO OBSERVE
combeen by no means' Insurmountable. near Nogales, saya the Tucson t'ltl-lo- as welcome out hero as the tax
tance anything since 8. Morgan Smith,
remarkable tricks, and after awhile and slipping Into Wolfslone's
The crime was committed be lector."
of business the telemany
classes
For
Induced him to Imbibe of Pennsylvania, battled with Epes
fortable
atall.
LAW
to
teltook
STATE SEWERAGE
and
pretty
woman
mine
whom
a
his
with
of
cause
abandoned
he
supplanted
It
Flares
the
a
phone has almost
"Home of 'em's flndln'
could see anywhere from alx Randolph and K. 8. Ives for control of
egraph, and New York Is better sup- and Ignacio Hula, one of the mur hard matter to keep their minds oc- wandering from town to town, dis- untiltenhemen
Instead of the three ac- the now famous King of Arizona
plied with telephones than any other derurs, were Infatuated. Following tho cupied, too," put in a San Antonio playing Wolfslone's accomplishments to
to
moun
tually
woman
Having
there.
Then they left their mine.
fled
the
having
in
twice
the
hs
crime
world,
privlPride
In
city
the
the
New York's
that fellow at San and collecting quarters for
many as London. When the strike be- tains, where she Is now hidden. A man. "There's
would go vengeance In the hands of fate.
He
observing
gone
to
them.
leve
of
who's
Instance,
D. J. Mrlslln, of Kofa. has Instituted
Anirelo.
message
for
this afternoon
there was a rush to the headquar- telephone
"That evening they got Mllllgan proceedings
the Biggest of Everything gan
Has Into a mining town, head straight for
Mayhew,
against Felix
ters of the telephone company to se- stales that Itulz has been arrested by train' burros Just for amusement.
erring
game.
but
a
Faithful
Into
Nick Itrsen and Charles Pet 'nine to
was found, the Sheriff of Santa 'rus county and a big hunch of 'em, and every one the best patronized salo'on, and leadIt
wires.
additional
cure
to
Citizens
usual
Reconcile
as
on
hand Just
May
Wolfstone was
recover !3.',unil alleged to be due him
however, that at most of the ex- will be at once taken to Nogales for he's educated to do some funny stunts ing the burro to the bar would call and apparently as snh-as anybody. as commission for making the sale of
one sets for the drinks. When the bartender
changes: If was Impossible to make any trial.
groups.
There's
Sum,
In
or
Staggering
alone
of
game right the North Star group of seven claim
Payment
Flores, the man who was killed
considerable extensions on account 01
pretends to read would hand out the brittle and one They played a pretty stiff
claim.
for had gone to call on I he woman In the down In a chair andIs a grand opera glass, Paddv would roar:
from the start, bu,t, much to Paddy's a ml the
the fact that there was not room big
Another
book.
a
The property for the safe of v. i . i
caso. Wtilio ne was inaiun me no use
Practically all the
see I've a surprise anil chagrin, be lost. The lirislin
ycj
WagDon't
." 'Two It Is.
Hpw1nl Corroa pnndenea Moraine Jvuraal.l the operators.
way
tlie
tackles
ho
a
Is
demands
commission
with singer, and
business houses having branches In his rival. Ignacio Kuiz, together
burro was wigwagging to beat the Is known as tho "Mayhew strike," what
and
York other
Aug. 2. New
Flmbres, ner makes the prairies wake up and glnllertian with me?"
ew Vori?.
cities now do their business over a 'man named Hernardlno
be
to
Is located about three miles from the
"With a grin of wonder the barby band, but the wires seemed
the wom- howl. You've heard of the 'mountain
muy find Itself In a worse poult Ion the talking wire. New York does called at the house. When
was
crnFyd. When Paddy thought he
It was sold
King
last January to
talking to an answered the knock at tho door canary?
Well, he's It, with a culti would pass out another glass.
of Its
than Standard Oil and tho $29,000,- - most
ye take it straight, me bye, playing against a lone pair and had Charles Fay, M. K. Itogers and others,
to that tomes the two men asked that Flores come vated voice. They do a whole lot o
next
"'Will
Philadelphia
and
cunt
Into
(1110 fino of the latter may be
for t.l'iO.liiPU,
the payments being
of the a sure thing, be found on the showMontón, 160 wires being required to out. .Hearing the disturbance thp lat such tricks, and then when tho old er floatln'?' Paddy would
down he'd been bucking four of a strung over a period of a couple of
ter came to me noor ana siooo wun
animal
reflect
the shade by a 144,000,000 penalty handle the through business between
when
the
In
linn
burro,
and
'em
forms
ho
to
years.
wants
man
that It is his arm about the woman s waist.
against (he city, according to the the two rtlies. The fact
Just Ively closed one eye he'd push tho kind, and after he'd pulled outopHrlslln claims that he acted as midIluta yelled out at him, "Huve you and they go through a drill that's
possible to talk from New York to
flush signal he learned that his
ever
I
bottle over, saying:
thing
statement of tho chairman of a as- -il almost
dleman In making the sale, and that
r
country a f un on you, inores
Funniest,
wonderful.
in
the
any
place
ace
' 'Straight It Is. Ye'll hot need the ponent hiul nothing better than
committee of the Merchants'
for his services he h-- n tilled to ten
"vn anil,,,! ih hitter. "I am un saw. Old man's been offered fortwo thousand miles leaves only
hirrh.
per cent of the entire amount for
(nidation which In working to Mop the within
H few
other
big circuses, but mug at all. at all.'
armed."
by
the
and
coast
'em
Pacific
tunes
the
for
sewage.
by
" 'Suro an' the divll himself Is In which the property was sold.
pollution of (he Hudson
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we send our
money out to pay for something that
Is made abroad, It Is gone from us
once for all, but that when we spend
It for something made here, by our
own folks, it remains In circulation
among us. and contributes to the
amount of Its volume In stimulating
our local enterprise, developing our
local Interests and building up the
town. And hence It I that a general
determination on the part of the people to patronize home Industry, and
not send abroad for anything that can
be had at home, tends directly to the
development of the local Interests, the
growth of the town and the prosperity ot all the people.
By a dispatch from Louisville we
lenin that fifty Kentucklans have been
made dangerously ill from drinking

Laraw circulation than any other paper la milk.

New Meilrn. The only paper ta
tsaaed trttf day to the year.

ew Mexico

"The Mnrnlnic Journal haa a higher Tírenla tloa ratine thaa i areorded to any other
paper la Albaqnerque or any other dully In
New Mexico." The American Newspaper Directory.
TKHMS OF 81BNCRIPTION.
Rally, by mail, one year, In advance. . 13.00
Dally, by carrier, one month
"
Dally, by mail, one month
19
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BISIXESS FOR THE BOOSTEUS.
The people of Albuquerque are to
he complimented upon the alacrity anil
efficiency with which they have taken
hold of the good work of cleaning up
the town not that our back yards
have been In a more untidy condition
than thoHe of other townn, but that
every succeeding morning mark another long Htep taken In the direction of achieving our ambition
to
make them cleaner and tidier than
those of other placea., This good work
has got such a good start that It is
reasonably sure to go on, and now
let the Hoosters' club get busy. There
are more things to be attended to
than back yards, and they all come
within the legitimate province of the
Boosters.
Building up enterprises to bring
money Into the community Is good
as far as It goes, but It only goes half
way. The other half Is to build up
a public sentiment that will serve to
keep the money In the community after It comes here.
Our people have displayed wonderful energy in the past. In the way of
drawing to our town, mid building up
among ourselves, enterprises to attract settlers, and furnish employment,
for labor and to their credit as a people It can be said that they are still
keeping up their lick In that regard
which Is at once highly creditable to
their good judgment and to their
spirit of fealty to the town, but the
ether half of the public duty above
referred to has been Inexcusably
We have sent many thousands of dollars It Is safe to say many
hundreds of thousands abroad, to
other towns and cities in which we
have no Immediate Interest whatever,
for the purchase of things which we
make, or could make. Just as well at
home. All this Is Just so mu'h money
lost to the community, Bnd It touches,
more or less, the pocket of every man
In the community.
This policy Is a
mlflake, and at the expense of all of
us, for as we have said before, the
keeping of the money here after we
get It, Is of Just as much Impórtam e
to the growth, development and prosperity of the town, as the getting of
It here In the first place.
For such reasons we say it Is tlm;
for the Boosters' dun to get busy
with the matter referred to, and take
the lead In what would very soon
become quilo a general movement In
(he dhectlon of building up here a
public sentiment that would condemn the sending abroad for a dollar's worth of anything that can b
bought or produced Just as well at
home.
The matter Is one that tomes home
to the men han ts of the town fully :
much as to the consumers. Indeed,
most
the merchant being the
Immediately interested, should be the
i,
ones to set the example to the
and start the ball
for a general movement In favor of
"Albuquerque goods for Albuquerque
people." 'and this they can do If they
will. We have excellent wholesale establishments In neatly all the staple
line. sti h as groceries, dry goods,
hardware, drugs, etc., woolen mills,
furnli-hlnHist clan cloth for genclothing and blankets for
tlemen'
household use fully as good as any
made anywhere In the I'nlted States;
foundry and machine shops, turning
out Jut as good and reliable iron and
brass work as can be done anywhere;
planing mills, making a specialty ot
solid and fancy furniture, desks, etc.,
for counting rooms, while the Journal
printing house. Including the book
and Job of lice and bindery, Is prepared to do all kinds of
work In those lines as promptly and
In as good style as tan be done by
any other establishment of the kind
In the country.
And In addition to the necessaries
rf life, ihe, town always doe more or
leas in the way of luxuile. The article of confectionery, for Instance,
manufactured hete, re not surpassed
by any foods In the same
lines,
manufactured elsewhere. In this country m any other, and those who are
competent Judges of th matter tell
m that the product of the Albuquer-uu- e
brewery la jual to the best. The
Morning Journal
doesn't urge lt
readers to est candy or drink beer,
rut If you are going to Indulge In
iwH luxuries ou shotikl remember
that what money you pay f.r the foreign article U practically lost to the
town forever, while such aa you
In the domestic product Is kept
among u. and Is liable to float around
In the rlclnlty tilt It htp to mend
the streets, build a church or pay the

In preparing for prohibition
the Kentuckians must beware of trying to taper off too suddenly.
A

PEE1'

AT THE OTHEK SIDE.

Mr. Itoosevelt's big speech,

at the

dedication of the Pilgrims' monument,
undoubtedly struck a popular chord
all over the country, but there is no
denying the fact that It also has another side. As, for example, here
comes the New York Commercial,
which, as Its name Implies, is a business men's paper, with no violent
party predellctlons, and expresses Itself as follows:
"It is 'the sworn duty of the president of the United States to soe to it
that all the federal laws are properly,
strictly and impartially enforced. 'Let
no guilty man escape!
,et no guilty
copoiatlon escape! But let the Roosevelt administration during the eighteen months of life that legitimately
remain to It and thero are myriads
of business men hoping and praying
that a sentimental people will not extend It further cease distinguishing
or wealthy
between the
malefactors and the 'small-froffenders against the laws and cease
boosting about what It Is going to
A 'healthy and prosperous ex
do.
pansion of the business activities of
honest men and honest corporations'
will never come about so long as the
White House is doing little outside
of loading Its gun."
'big-gam- e'

y'

most stationary for a thousand years,
we might expect such changes as have
taken place in Japan, only on a much
larger scale, for China haa nearly nine
times as many people as J4tpan.
Japan's foreign trade has Increased
eight-fol- d
in a third of a century.
China's has Increased by about 150
per cent. Her exports and imports
added, now aggregate about hálf a
billion dollars annually. If they were
as large as Japan'é In proportion to
population, they would go above the
three-billio- n
dollar mark.
If China were to embark exten
sively in railroad building, she would
draw an Immense amount of money
from Europe and America. She has
a population sufficient to support a
greater railroad mileage than the en
tire world has now. Whenever the
spirit of development seizes her she
will, for a time, tax the resources of
the world to provide her with materials. The money of the world will Invariably flow to the place that offers
It most liberal terms.
The "yellow peril,"
is a
bugaboo that should not frighten any
sane man. True, China and Japan
together have as great a population
as Europe and the United States; but
even if they had the Inclination for
conquest and the money to put their
mlilllons in the field, their distance
from Europe or the United States
would . make successful aggression
impossible. The overthrow of Rusd
sia by Japan, only about
as strong, shows that no nation can
successfully exert its strength six
thousand miles from home.
d,

one-thir-

The San Francisco Call says the local contracting freight agents of the
lines are perturbed over the automobile movement, as the various agencies
In the city are said to be using the
express companies to forward machines from the east, instead of by
freight trains. The reason for this is,
it says, that the freight service of the
different roads is so uncertain and
the demand for the vehicles is so imperative that they have to be brought
on time.
TOUGH OX TAMMANY.

About a week ago the sachems of
the Tammany 3odety of New York
The farmers of the southwest are met in response to a special summons.
now In the throes of one of their an- Issued by Chief Charles F. Murphy,
nual outhreaks of the horrors. They and when they were called to order It
always have one In March and April was explained to them that the sobecause the frost, bugs and things, are ciety needed something like $87,00(1
destroying all the crops, and another with which to retire certain bonds,
In August and September because all representing tho last remainder of the
the railway facilities of the country debt incurred when the building on
are Insufficient to haul the crops to Fourteenth street, so long a landmark
in American politics, was built. As
market.
the treasurer of the society made this
A MAN WHO DOES THINKS.
explanation tho wise ones could discern
an expression in the right eye
Somebody has very nptly said that
of Chief Murphy strongly suggestive
to
have
when Secretary Taft wants
of a wink. This impression was deepsomething done he doesn't write a
ened when the statement followed
go
to
to
somebody
and
to
talk
letter
were to be obtained
the
somebody else about doing it, but Just that by funds
means of a mortgage on tho
only
gathers up his grip sack nnd goes to building. As soon
as the faithful sasee about it himself: and In doing so
chems
became
certain
that Mr. Murhe knocks all to flinders the old
phy's right eyelid was drooping the
about large bodies moving slowly. vote was promptly
taken in the affirHe Is going now to see one of the
mative, and the mortgage was authorisignificant results of the work done
zed.
in the Philippines, under his especial
Now It muy be merely a coincident')
direction. He Intends to be prVsent
this mortgage Is to be placed on
at the assembling of the first Filipino that
eve of an Important campaign. It
the
parliament and to see for himself
lis perhaps a cruel suspicion, unjusti
what lias been the outcome of the re- fied by
the facts, that Mr. Murphy and
Is
said that the
cent election. It
his
associates
need the $87.000 for
lire-e- i
ters have all been chosen for
political uses, not for a stroke of high
this tarliamcnt and that its sitting
may he unjust to mention
will I e none of tho tame affairs
of finance. It
Tammany is now up
the
fact
that
"effete civilization" type. As the against
a hard proposition to preserve
icade;- of the Nationalists, Domlniidor
Its organization at the primaries, soon
Goini '. Is expected to dominate
the
to be held.
pailli inent and (o voice a demand for
Indep' ndence. Just what Secretary
lt is noticed as a significant fact that
a
Taft I as to encounter In this Mr.
suggestions of jail as a residence for
tnd the Spanish newspapers can trust magnates has not caused any
be rc'ied on to make it as much an drop in the price of New York
real esbe tate.
as
possible may
eiicou;itei
glcamd from Mr. Gomez' own estiA PLETHORA OF BEARS.
mate of his powers and Importance.
In th" literature of the campaign
Our much esteemed neighbor, the
the ele tlon he appears as an Washington Star, is
anxious to learn
'Inflexible patriot and Flllplnlsta, to
the meaning of the wave of bears with
the !nth,; he has 'talent of highest
which certain parts of the Country are
f.rdcr nnd vast culture'; 'magnlllcent
being visitod and we plead
now'
cloque, ice, pompous, virile and
guilty
to a measure of curiosity In the
'daring valor (valor tem- - same
direction. We are hearing of
trarli and firmness without rival'; bears in the most unlikely places of
surpass his words'; 'heart
hut
late. A hear climbed up on the roof
of a lion, soul without feur'; 'hn Is
a lean-t- o at Sagamore HIM the othof
not afraid of death And hopes to meet er
night and persisted In an effort to
It'; 'n live? or dead he will always fight
Interview
the president until driven
for emancipation and for the honor to
the woods by the secret service
of the worklngmen'; 'he loves nil the
men. Almost Immediately afterward
peopl. better than himself, and would
a big black bear walked into the
sacrifice all for the liberty and Inde kltefcen
of a house In Bridgeport,
pendence of the Philippines and the
was killed by a woman.
Conn.,
and
Filipinos." To deal with alt this In
Have the downward movements In
one man may be all in the day's work
Wall street of late encouraged the true
for Mr. Taft, but It will bo u pretty
bears to adopt nggresslve tactics. Inbig day's work.
quires the Star or has there heep so
Trying to lighten their home bur- much nature-fakin- g
recently that the
dens Is the only rational explanation members of the shaggy family have
of why the Mlsslsslpplans voted so been Inspired to take a hand perhaps
heavily to send Governor Vardaman It were more accurate to say a paw
to Washington.
In the game? The conjunction of a
bear and the presidential domicile Is
MIADOWS OF COMING EVENTS. suggestive. Maybe the visitor had
It has been rumored for some time, something important to communicate
and Is now announced In a manner to the distinguished scientist w ho Is
'hat seems to be authoritative, that sojourning on the shores of Iong
sound. Maybe thero Is need of
this empress dowager, who hits been
the real ruler of China for mora than a revised, edition of "Hunting the
a third of a century, will soon give Grizzly." Who knows?
up her poucr, and this suggesta the
The kaiser and King Edward have
possibility of Important changes af- met on
German soil and greeted each
country,
fecting that
and Important other most cordially, and next fall
the
to the world at large, bees use China
kaiser and his royal spouse will return
h
ot the world's the visit. They are
contains
assumed by King
population. The throne Is
Edward of a hearty reception, and unIn the celestial empire, and the future
doubtedly tho English people will
of tho country depends on the characmake their sovereign'
word good.
ter of the successor to absolute power. Such visits work more for peaeo than
emperor
puppet
The
haa been only a
all the formal powwows of peace conIn the hands of the empresa. He sucgresses. Indeed, King Edward Is a
ceeded to the throne when he was peacemaker with a roving commission.
Per-habut two and a half year old,
He travels over Europe slisklng hsnds
he will now become emperor In with the
rulers there, and leaving
r.tct as well as In name. Aa he Is now
good nature in hta wake. The wonder
thirty-fiv- e
years old, he I not
that he does not run over here and
by extreme youth even In
note he changes that havt taken
China.
place since 177S. He would probably
The Influence of the empress ha
against
progresa,
although Chln.t have "the time of his life."
been
preacher.
TRY BM IIKLH C BR AND OF
haa made progresa In pita of her.
lil i LE,
AT
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Ihe ama rule hold good In all If the emperor were to throw off the TIIK
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It is, then, with renewed hope that
people look upon the new governor
as governor of the whole people, and
that honesty, which was cut sort by
presidential edict will have another
inning. Let "us forget the period of
nightmare that haa existed the past
three months, consequent on the governor, acting, and remember that
during his short time in office, paved the way for the good. that
Is to attend the administration of Governor George Curry. Capitán News.

,

The Latest Victim.
The latest victim is secretary of
state, and until recently acting governor of New Mexico, James W. Reynolds, one of the high priests of the
old "gang." As In the case of Bergere,
no charges have been made public, but
no doubt they are of a very serious
nature, or they would not have been
dismissed in such a summary manner.
But this is not all. The end is not
yet, and we believe that
Hagerman will be fully vindicated before the investigation is completed,
and further, that a large number of
New
grafters, high In the
Mexico
councils of the "gang," will be in the
toils. Texlco Democrat.
A Little Advice. The papers of New Mexico would
do the wise act if they would quit
praising Governor Curry one day and
cursing him the next. Give the man
a chance and Judge him by his actions. Whether Curry is a democrat
or republicans Is not a vital question.
The main key to the office 18 unswerving fidelity to the interest of ull
the people of New Mexico.
Roosevelt has picked an old democrat to govern this territory, so there
was no politics in tho appointment
from Roosevelt's standpoint.
Let us
believe Curry a good man, with good
Intentions, and give him the glad
hand, instead of twisting his coat tail
for a fill-uLake Arthur Times.
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Club House Grape Juice,

Rose's Lime Juice,
Rose's Raspberry Vinegar
and
Duffy's Apple Juice, at

Up to the President.
Judging from all reports emanating

from Phoenix during the visit of
Secretary Garfield and Postmaster
General Hitchcock, the next move Is
up to the president. The republicans
by the naof Arizona, represented
tional committeeman and the federal
officeholders, resolved to stand pat for
single statehood for Arizona. If the
president wants the six votes from
Arizona in the next national republican convention, he can get them by
saying in black and white tha,t there
Is to be no more joint statehood.
Blsbee Review.

Futrelle Furn. Co.
s

Spli'IuI nut itrlcea for casi boíoro being (U'ltitlfd hy
liig discounts. AVe 'offer siieclal this week for 'cash or
.'
'í
I j intuís.
r ...
Chairs, 50 cents and ui. ,'
Bedsteads, J1.B0 and up.
1.
Steel Couches, $5.00 and up.
Steel Springs,. $2.00 and up.
'
f
China Mattings, 15 cents and up.
Carpets, 25 cents a yard and up.
'
Art Squares, $3. GO and' up.
Big stock and lowest prices. Window (shades mude
to order. We want your trade, cash or payments.
i
End

Bass Island Grape Juice,.

Hoimj.V

Kent-we-

25, 1907.

For
Summer
Drinks

Thank You.
The Record gives the Albuquerque
t
Journal due credit for being the
class metropolitan daily in New
Mexico.
Nobody will question ,the
fact that it gives more telegraphic
and territorial news than any of them.
As a newspaper the Journal has all
the other papers of the territory outclassed but we do hope that the
Journal will not undertake to steal
our Job as official harmonizer. Ros-- i
well Record.

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED;

.

Famous S, & T, Unamatitf Price and Cost Book, Small
enough for the Vest Pocket, Large enough for the Desk.
Sheets can be reBound in beautiful Seal Leather,
moved instantly. Just the thing for the

A

lialoys.

Up-to-D- ate

Busy Man.

Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmacy, Gold
Avenue nnd First Street.
Highland Pharmacy, Corner of East Central and Broadway.
Sale of Valuable

Real Estate

Personal Property.

See E.

,

and

Journal Building.

O. Price

you And rolling up hill, as to make big money without investing jmull
savings in real estate. I am in business here to stay and I want your
trade. Come and see me and learn about some of. the lots I have for sale.
They are sure winners. Also have ranches and some splendid houses,
I

'

modern, and

SEE

E- -

O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

Wall Paper and Paints

J.

D. EMMONS

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.

Terms maJo known 'nt timo of Bale.
CHARLES P. TUCKER, '
Assignee Gold nnd Cement Syndicate.
Hudson, Mass., August 1, 1907.

I'RNKII WATMONVII.I.rc APPLES. COLORADO PEARS, I'KACIIKM AND I'M' .MM
AT THE Kit IIKI.IKI
.lt(H KKV,
tt'KMT (iOLl), TELEPHONE 238.

1)2 1.

You might as well expect to keep busy picking up silver dollars !t.hat

By virtus of authority vested in me by
a common law deed of assignment for
benefit of creditors executed to me on the
twenty-eight- h
day of June, A. D. 1907, by
the Gold and Cement Syndicate, a corporation organlxed under the la'B of the Territory of Arizona, 1 will sell at public auction
at the Real Estate Exchange and Auction
Board, Appleton Building, No. 4 Liberty
square, corner of Water street, Boston,
Massachusetts, on Tuesday, the twenty-sevent- h
day of August, A. D. 1907, at 10:30
o'clock in the forenoon, all and singular,
the real estate and personal property of
said Gold and Cement Syndicate, wherever
situated. Said property consisU In part as
follows:
All minitiK claims of 0(i0 acres, more or
less, situated about live miles from (ioldcn.
In the County of Sandoval and Territory of
New Mexico, with tho following bullillUKS
thereon, viz: liniler house, house for help,
shop, anil three adobe houses. For further
description
of said real estate reference
may bo made to the mining
records ot
County of Bernalillo, Vol. II, Page fiL
Tho personal properly consists of two engines and hollers, small pump, lot cable
rope, lot well drilling tools, well casing,
throe oro ran, blacksmith furnue.0 and
blower, anvil, lot 2 and 3 inch pipo, horse,
harness,
huckboard, picks, shovels, hammers and other tools, office furniture, boarding house furniture, assay scales, etc., etc.
Said property will be sold without

COMPANY
BAND AT TRACTION
PARK SUNDAY AETEJlNOON.

.

Bookbinder and Rubber slaqip maker. Phone

DRUGGISTS.

Auction

;

H. S. LITHGOW,

B.H.Briggs&Co

BASE BALL AM) BAND CONCERT BY AMERICAN LIMBER

'i

--

ALL USERS

J

OF- -

NOTICE.

Notice Is hereby given that the partnership heretofore existing between C. (1. 1'erry
and John 11. Ollphant, under tho firm mime
f Ollphant ft Perry, is this day dissolved
AM) GERONIMOS by mutual consent; the aald John H. Ol8OCOKKO8
THE
PLAY HALL NINDAV AFTERNOON, Af-- I lphant retiring, and the said C. !. Perry conNT 35, AT
C. O. Perry will pay
HOOTK.RH AND tinuing tho business.
O'CLOCK.
HOOMTKHH
ET BIKY AND
ATTEND. all outstanding; accounts owing by the said

n.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS

lltm. and will collect all debts due to it.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 17th, 1907.
J. It. OLII'HANT.
BASKETS FI LL OF EOtiH. NO KOI'P,
C. G. 1'EltHY.
CHOLERA
OR
DROOPY
HENS,
III T
LAY I NO ON ES INSTEAD,
HEALTHY
IS
THE KKSt'l.T OF
NOTICE.
CHINO
INTERNATIONAL POl LTRY FOOD. S8C TO
1.00
Anyone knowing of the wherealsnils of
PER PACKAGE. E. W. FEE, Oí 801TII Bernard McCahe, a railroad man, formerly
FIRST STREET.
with the Colorado Midland Road, and later
"f Albuquerque, N. M., will confer a favor by
notifying
Mrs. Suslu It. Clark, Bradford.
NOTICE FOR PIBL1CATION.
Department uf thn Interior, Land Office at Mass.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. AurubI 13, 1 fltl 7.
Notice Is hereby Riven thnt Juan Antonio Ourule, of Old Albuiiuerque, N. 1'., has
SKli
tiled notice of his Intention to mako final
lire-yeproof In support of lila claim, via.:
Homestead Finny No. 11, till, made Mav 15,
17, for the N i SW'4, KEV, HWü 8W',
HE 14 See. 1Z. Township 10 N, Kanue. 3 W. and
that aald proof will he made hefoi'e H. W. H.
Otero, I'nlted State Court Coinmimiloner at
l'or rninlinjí nnd Titiier Untieing.
Albuquerque, N. M. on Oetolier 6, 1 :t07.
. First-cla- ss
work guaranteed
He names tho following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultival'lionc 717.
508 N. Fourth SI,
tion of, tho land, viz: Cipriano Sánchez, of
Pajarito, N. M.; Feline Herrera, of Alrlsen,
N. M.; Ellas Chuvex, of Alluiueriic, N. M-Gabriel Chaves, of Albuquerque, '. M.
MANTEL It. OTEUO.
Established 1873
Iteglstcr.
ADMISSION

80 CENTS.

Quier &

--

GET RESULTS -

Han rninilsi'o will give birth to a new city
fur superior t" tier past, unco liavinc gotten
riil of Iter enrrupt nnil crafting public
anil stamped nut the causes oí her fall
With her rpany contemplated
from Kracc.
Improvements
she will risn. t'hocnlx Ilka
from her asiics ami obtain UKain her proud
HtaiolliiK as tho queen city of the golden
west.
lly dint of linril work and on account uf
tho caro we iiuvo exercised In the pant In
orders for plumbing work of every
kind, we have obtained our present envlrtbla
position of beliiK the lending plumbers In
Ibis city. If you want to secure the best
work anil the best material you will do well
to place jour contracta with ua. Kstlmatea

irTísflf1fRArlCISC0

Jeckell,

L.B. PUTNEY

ri

NOTICE FOR
lll.lCATlON.
Department of tho Interior, Land Office at
Santa Ke. New Mexico. Aunust 19. I'.i07.

NOTICE FOB ITBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Santa Fe. New Mexico, August 19. 1Ü07.
Notice: Is hereby given that Kplfanlo Ourule, uf Albuquerque, N. M., has filed hot li e
proof
of hla Intention to make final five-yeIn support of his claim, vlx: Homestead entry N". tl lti". made May 15, lst7, for Hit
NW'Á Section M. Township 10 N'.. Itangn 2
W., and that said proof will tie made before
II. W. B. Olero, I'nl ted States Court
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October,

107.
' He names the following wltneases to prove
hla continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vis: Cipriano Sunchcx. of
Pajarito. N. M ; Felipe Herrera, of A trisen,
N. M : Ellas Chavea, of Albuquerque,
N. M.
Uahrlel Chaves, of Albuquerque, N M
5,

MANUEL

It. OTERO,
Register.

OF SALE OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
BONDS.
will sell to thn highest bidder for cash.
(
of Bonds Issued by School District
II.Mlil
Number 1. (San June I Ilernallllo County.
New Mexico, for the purpose of erecting a
school house.
Bids will be received utitli
Monday. September 9th, 1 ti 7 . Said honda
are due In 2fi years, and must be paid In 30
years, but are redeemable after 10 years,
per cent,
and bear Interest at the rate of
per ' annum, payable
The
contractor for such school house may take
value,
or
at the
aid b"n' at their faca
highest 'bid offered, but none of the aald
bonds will be sold for less than Ninety cents
in the dollar.
JOHN S HEAVES'. ,
Collector,
Treasurer and
Bernalillo County. New Mexico.
NOTICE
I

IF YOl ARE Bl ILDINO
and desire to finish the Interior woodwork In
th latest and most furnishing colors, write
the Orand Haphla flock and Mantel Co.,
(Srand Rápida, Mich., end they will tclf you
h.iw to do It. If you are In Hie market for
(I.kmIs. nr Tiling of any
Manlela.
kind, write them for prices.
Being manuthey
facturers,
wis Insure you with modern
designa In nih (rat: goods and sata )uU
Fire-plac-

Ulolit.

cheerfully furnished.

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.

Notice Is hereby Klven that VlrRil Spnrks.
of Albuquerque, N. M., las filed notice of Albuquerque)
hla Intention to make final commutation
proof In support of his claim, vlx: Homestead Entry No. K.TIKI, made December IS,
l!t()S, for the SE'4 Section
Township 1
N, Range 3 E. and that said proof will he
made before II. W. K. Otero, I'nlted States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on October 6. 1 U07.
He names the following witnesses to prove
hla continuous residence upon, and cultivao
tion uf, the land, vlx.: Allan II. Done,
Aldcrete. Edward F. Oteru, Manuisl-It- a
Swope, all of Albuquerque.
MANUEL It. OTBItO.
Iteglstcr.

4
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lit r comforts at cut price.

vlcn's $1,50 Canvas Oxfords, now
$1.20

jLm'

jl

LIGHTNING

.

I

--

HAY

F"

PRESSE S, J. Korbcr & Co.. N: Second

-

fI 1H.JMtlll,

I

,

SssÉSmJSm

1

--fe-

'Bell Co.
J.TheL.Prompt
"Plumber

Stiver AOt.

jVw Mexico

1

I

122

U

1

r
II II

I

H

, .

.
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iM.M
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Still
.

IN

THE.DARK

ulot tous wher

to go for your plumbing,
enllRhlen you. If you want
broken water or team pipa fixed, mw
fBM futuro, a bathroom put In, or a
furnaca repaired, come to us. W do
new work oomajbH or m? kind of
rapair. Onr work la riglit and io ara
our prieta,

Men's $2.50 Calf Oxfords,
now
.$1.95
Men's $3 Vici Kid Oxfords

$2.25

now

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Men's $4 Patent Colt Oxfords,, now
$3.15

Women's $1,50
Oxfords, now

Canvas

WE OFFER

...$1.15

fords

Women's

Kid

how large your operations. If
you're at ail intercHted "it's up to you"
to invoMtlgata this atatcment for your
own aake. We welcome. tour through 1
our yard and alt the questioning you
like,

Ox-

$2.35
$3,50

m HIO

Patent

Oxfords, now$2.85

LUMBER

In every ttort of building and flnlahln?
lumber you're apt to require, no mat-to- r

Women's $2,50 Vici Kid
Oxfords, now
$1.95
Women's $3 Vici

GOOD

VALUES

Women's $1,75 Dongola
Oxfords, now
$1.45

Kid

IF YOU'RE

GRANDE

LUMBER. COMPANY

Hi
I

Third and Marquette.

;

Phone 8

'.V

'k'a

'

V

s
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!
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tile Kill

You9 ve IPaid

1

H.

it

, i

Of course you have, but you've lost the receipt, and now
'

you are asked to pay again.
'

check?

Why not pay all bills by

Then in the canceled checks there

is

an

indis-putabl- e

receipt for every dollar paid out.
Your checking'. account is cordially
...
vited, whether your balance will

in- -

Four per cent interest, compounded quar-

be' large

terly, paid on savings accounts.

or small.

The State Rational

Uflli.

ALBUQUERQUE.

as the quickest man In the world to
to 'map out a plan of campaign. He where a thorough Investigation is
rope, throw nnd tie a steer, is now In
began by. having inserted in the daily made. Advantage Is taken of the ex
DOES
FE
the capital, being registered with his THE SANTA
anu mu oniy are
papers a large display advertisement perience,
wife at Porter's hotel.
They have
announcing what was coming. From these two men givon Inst ructions, but
been here since Friday and, expect to
time to time the company used large occasion Is taken to instruct all other
remain seeing the sights of the capital
advertisements illustrated with attrac employes in a manner that will pre
until Tuesday or Wednesday of tho
tive cuts, showing the right and vent similar accidents In the future.
coming week w hen, they will start for
wrong ways to alight from a street
"One of the greatest troubles expetheir home nt Dallas, Tex.
rienced by public service corporations
tar.
Mr. Sowder's record Is 21 4 sechabit of people villi
"Your left foot on the step." is the is a persistent
onds about time enough for the orinstruction to the wohien. "Orasp the whom they do business ofas ignoring
person to wink ten times and
dinary
applied
hand-hol- d
with the left hand, lace the certain rules of reciprocity, Experience
in those few seconds he roped, threw
consumer.
to
and
dcaier
moving
BEGOBD
DIVIDENDS
is
enr
the
hopeless 4a.sk. The conductors already direction in which
and tied his steer in the great contest
has proven that the public, as u rule,
foot first."
ugo
years
eight
Big,
Spruce,
about
nt
had the most explicit instruction to and step off, right
n
motor-maPeriodically, reading notices are considers the conductor and
against doing the
Tex.
warn passenger
of a street car as an Integral part
to the
"Of course," he said to a Herald
various things which might endanger used, containing suggestions
make-u- p
of the
of the mechanical
In
which
manner
women
the
not
about
object
buL
night at l'orters, "It was
had
limb,
the
life or
per cent of Kelly Phillips, the Champion reporter lastgreatest
company. Seventy-fiv- e
with
grasp
their
skirts
they
should
accomplished.
luck
Question Will Be Decided on at
the
kind of luck
been
cars
on
persons
street
ride
who
the
for 21
seconds is mighty short
This much was certain: Nunc way the right hand. Husbands andthcbrotha
manner
that.
In
conductors
address
edu'
Boy Roper of New Mexico, lime. With ordinary conditions 4.1 or
must be found to reach the public di- ers are appealed to to aid in
October Meeting, But Best
to so speak in a drawing-roo5(1 seconds Is my usual time
the cational campaign. Conductors fire If they orwere
that Is,
rect. Just as an experiment,
would
hotel,
a good
even
passengers'
care
to
for
was Instructed
plan of newspaper advertising
Giving Clay a Run for His It was when I was doing lota of rop- I
Information Discourages the
them out until stamp them as being without knowling. What became of the horse
tried. A systematic campaign was packages anil to hand
common
of
rules
first
edge
of
the
alights.
passenger
as
my
a
the
platform
Oh,
wife,
quite
is
the
who
lode?
mapped out, which began with the
Money-Ab- out
Idea,
Sowder.
Is bound
horsewoman, now rides it und is very
"With alt respect for the Intelli- courtesy. Human weakness
In inch nf the dallv naneis of
invariably to bring a reply in
almost
,
says
Mr.
public,"
gence
.
of
fond
the
of
It?"
bold
in
'ad."
following
the city the
Mr.
looks the part of the
"the task of educating people kind and the service corporation re-It
type:
In the world's roping record held westernSowder
been
The Mill's' Ion has already
cattleman, lie is tall and
how to ride on street cars Is not an ceives ihe brunt of the criticism.
will
patrons
expect
to
that
Mc(
Is
only
by
Clay
ionagill?
fair
During
tho;
well proportioned, with all tho appear- raised In some quarters whether the
easy one. P.oth custom and fashion
employes In a stockmen's convention In El Paso in ance of tho man who has spent the
Inare responsible for. the habit formed address the company'smanner,
AUr.HTINT? FROM STRKKT
and If llio.i J. 11. Boono gave a roping con- years since lssl as he has In the Santa Fc may not be persuaded to
by thousands of persons, particularly civil and
C.UtS TAl'GHT FltliK.
crease the dividend ut the October
of test at which Mc ionagill
much
rule
follow
would
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they
country.
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No
it
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doubt
stepping
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to
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the
Watch the Dully Papers Fully
on
street car em- come up to the records made
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ears backward. Often times a wom- the' prejudice against courteous
Illustrated.
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follow
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they
tary lioot, during which there will bo
and If
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idea.
against
Inning this roping contest. Which a genuinely Maxlcun roping contest, such
off backward before rule much of the preludice cease
This was the forerunner of u series right and swings
It Is pointed Hut that the' manageto
would
employes
car
street
was among the largest in the number that he might see how It Is carried
of Illustrated lessons on the urt of the conductor can sotirtd a note of exist.
to carry the Imof contestants and Ihe size of the nut in the heart of the Ironies. This, ment is ambitious system
alighting from curs, which have ap- warning, with the almost Invariable
provement
tt great deal
the
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of which program will necessar-I- I
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SESSION AT ROSWELL considerable
The success Injuries which prove fatal. Injuries against expensive llllgallon null t!o in this contest, but failed to muko
portion of the surplus
transportation business.
or
wrecks and
earnings into the property, and It It
achieved by this artful design against received as the result
claims,
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anything
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time.
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first
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few,
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
Exclusive Agents for
The Edwin C. Burt Shoee
For Women and Children.

Best line of
School SlMies ever
Carried In the City.

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet
ExetuHlve Agents for the famous
Edwin Clapp & Soils Shoes for
Men.

SUNDAY,

25, 1907.

AUGUST

)mnmUnv:
iitiiituiuci

ALLEGES CHAVES

The Ideal Shoe Store,
LEON HERTZOG,

MORNING JOURNAL,

500 PAIRS IÍÜEE PANTS

WORKED HIM FOR

Manager.
216 West Central Avenue.

INTERESTING

SUIT

imrniiNT

for m

SUMMER
Have just been put on sale at our store. They
were picked up by our New York buyer and
are a big bargain worth $1.00 to $1.75 a
pair as they are made out "of high grade,
all wool suitings, remnants of cheviots, of
worsteds and all wool serges. They are made
up plain and bloomer style; sizes 4 to 17
years; they go while they last
.

NEARLY S1.0DD

Sole Agents for the Celebrated
M. A. Packard $3.50, $4.00 and
$3.00 Shoes for Men.

TWENTY PER CENT

-

BROUGH BY GARCIA

COMFORTS

can be enjoyed by providing
your piazza with cool and comfortable porch rockers, wicker
chairs and settees in reed ana
rattan furniture, your sleeping
rooms with our light bird's eye
maple, enamel and willow furniture, which you will find In
such variety and at such com- fortable prices at our store.

Superintendent Sterling, of the Albuquerque public schools, yesterday Plaintiff Claims He Was BunTnornin
made the following anCommissioners
coed
to
nouncement, regarding the opening of
the scftaols: "On Monday morning,
September 2, beginning promptly at 9
Look at Tax Roll Court- o'clock, entrance examinations will be
In the event that you should not r- held at the Central school, building,
house Notes.
THE RIGHT OF WAY
paper telephone
ceiwe yuur mnrnln
for-- , new pupils entering the schools
the fmtal Telrvrnph Company, Ktvlnc
and
for
all
pupils
who
wish
to
make
name and address and the paper will up conditions in the grades or in the
Elias C. Garcia filed suit in the disbe delivered br a special messenger.
for our dinner seis this week hi
High school. But as previously an- trict court yesterday against Eduardo
Telephone 36.
i
nounced, no pupil delinquent at the Chavez to recover $2,000 damages as
easily obtained. No one objects
close of school last spring
will be a result of the plaintiff charging the
Our new lines of boys' school suits are also
allowed t oenter these examinations defendant with securing $970.79 from
to their being shown, many adelse he or she can produce evidence him fraudulently. .
for
inspection.
ready
We
show
nobby
some
A. L. Coon, of Socorro, spent yes- of having pursued the studies in which
Garcia entered into a contract with.
mire them, many buy them. If
terday In tliis city.
they failed under an approved teach- Chavez on July 1, 1906, the text of
things in worsteds, cheviots and Wales. ParAttorney It. W. P. Bryan transacted er for a reasonable, length of time, which, it is salí, stated that Chavez
you haven't seen these works
during vacation. . On next Monday was. to purchase for Garcia old ewe
business in Santa Ke yesterday.
is called to our combination
ticular
attention
de4:30
afternoon
give
at
iambs,
to
be
sheep
o'clock
will
and
there
and
the
of art, accept this as an invitaLouis Ilfeld left yesterday morning
at the fendant ten per cent per head for ewe
on a short business trip to Las Vegas. a general teachers' rneet'ne
suits a coat and two pairs of pants, one
school building. This will be sheep and five per cent per head of
Central
tion to call. They're here to be
.Mists Haines, of this city, Is the one of the
meetings of the shep bought.
plain
one
bloomer,
and
at
guest of Mrs. Nathan .Salmon, of San- year and itimportant
very
necessary
Is
The plaintiff alleges that Chavez
that
seen, and the more of you come
ta Kc,
every member of the city corps be secured 2,766 old ewe sheep and 8,355
lambs, which would cost $25,166.25,
Dr. r.eorge W. Harrison went to prsent."
the better we'll like it.
Bernalillo on a business trip yester lay
Ormsby Mcllarg, special assistant the commission due Chavez, $26,037.-2niori4ng.
but It is alleged the defendant
attorney general of the United States,
check
Itev. Hugh A- Cooper returned yes- w ho has Just returned to Santa Fe, is asked for, and received aclaiming
outing in accompanied by his wife and her amounting to $27,0007.99,
terday from a three-weekmother, Mrs. Caroline Stevens, of De- that it was for the sheep and his
Jenioe ..injun.
commission.
I. A. Dye, of the Domingo Lumber troit. Mich. Mrs. McHarg has been
petitioner states that he issued
Rugs.
company, went up to Domingo yes- In delicate health for some time and theThe
Blk.
Furniture, Crockery,
check for the last amount withNew lines of boys' shirts, blouses and waists,
capie to Santa Fe'wlth her husbani
terday morning.
amount
figuring
total
what
out
the
In the hope that the change of cliC .W. Hunter, the horse dealer, has mate would prove beneficial. The should be. He says he later discov50c to 75c. Boys' shoes, hose, ties and other
disposed of his wagon yard at 200 have
ered .that Chavez had "worked''- him
taken apartments at St. Vincent's for
'
'
$970.79.
North Broadway to A. T. lioberts.
,
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.
Sanitarium,
accessories especially adapted for school
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